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Resthaven land sells for $3 million
The Seventh Day Adventist 
Church has finally sold Resthaven 
Island and part of the mainland — 
some 8 acres approximately from the 
11-acre parcel — and Sidney council 
has approved a preliminary ap­
plication by Cardigan Holdings Ltd. 
of Victoria for condominium - style 
housing.
The $3 million sale will provide 
some 95 units for the mainland 
portion of the Resthaven property 
and 12 on the island — well below the 
density council set, Mayor Norma 
Sealey said Tuesday.
“Council is quite happy with the 
sale — we’ll all be glad to see this 
settled once and for all,” the mayor
said.
The Resthaven property owned by 
Adventists has been hanging fire for 
some time since the old Rest Haven 
Hospital was demolished and the 
land put up for sale. Sidney council 
slapped a development'permit on the 
land to give it some control over 
future construction.
Sealey describes the company’s 
housing proposal as “excellent 
very favorable in terms of public 
access to the island.” The plan 
provides for a walkway on the 
mainland portion of the property and 
another on the Island, which will be 
ringed with park.
Sealey said a “substantial portion
of park” has been donated.
Happy to have finally unloaded 
the Resthaven property - Seventh 
Day Adventist Church needed the 
money to use for other projects - 
Peter Wheatley, spokesman for 
Adventists in Abbotsford said 
Tuesday some of the money from the 
sale will now go to the church’s
project on Mills Road Sidney — a 
intermediate care facility.
The property has just been pur­
chased, architects drawings are 
expected by next week and as soon as 
longterm care and CMHC approve 




Two-year-old tot Krista Anderson rode this comic way and took fourth place in pee wee 
pleasure class at Vancouver Island Appaloosa Horse Club. The ‘‘come as you are'’ open fun 
showwasheldSunday.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Lesley Shaw Photo
an
A Capital Regional District 
engineering study has suggested 
North Saanich consider a $6.5 
million sewage disposal plant for the 
municipality’s south end.
However, such a system would 
require a radical change in the 
community plan, with a shift to
am
denser housing in the area to make 
the proposal viable.
The new plant would be built near 
Willingdon and Canora Roads and 
service all homes in the south end, 
except for Dean Park Estates homes 
finished by 1982, which would be 
serviced by the existing Dazan Bay





Federal fisheries officials 
Saturday agreed to a 30-day 
moratorium on new .sport fi.shing 
regulations after a marathon 
meeting in Vancouver with the 
B.C. Sport Fisliing Advisory 
Council.
However, the ban on use of 
downriggers remains in effect 
until .lune 30. Effects of other 
regulations won't be felt until 
further meetings arc held, one of 
which is set for Saturday between 
federal officials and a five-man 
SFAC .subcommittee,
The subcommittee, under 
chairman Colin Smith of Cam­
pbell River, has been charged with 
recommending to federal fisheries 
alternatives to the recently- 
imposed restrictions,
The new regulations were in­
tended to save depicting salmon 
resources through a four-month 
winter closure, reducing Chinook 
daily catch limit to one from four, 
and banning dow'nriggcrs,
Victoria Aid, and marina 
operator Bob Wright, who is also 
an adviser and subcontmiltec 
member, said after the meeting 
the subcommittee would have to 
recommend different options that 
would achieve the same spawning 
escapement results as the new 
regulations, but with “a much less 
disastrous effect on the sport 
fishing industry,”
One group which has already 
drnsvn up alternatives is Sidney 
Anglers Association, In a 
piCpiUcd 'utiwf lu fcdcl.il rishcilcs 
Minister Romeo LcBlanc, Sidney 
Anglers outline eight counter
propo.sals to the new federal 
regulations:
•A moratorium be placed on 
the new regulations until federal 
fisheries and sport fishing 
rcprc.sentalivc.s can conduct joint 
discussion “in an effort to 
produce more equitable 
regulations.”
•An in-depth .study on the 
impact of the new regulations to 
be condtictcd jointly by federal 
and provincial governments.
•Idshing licence fees remain as 
proposed, the procccd.s to go to 
the salmonid enhancement 
program.
•Downriggers remain in use for 
all fish, with a total bun on meat 
or hard lines,
•Control on use of downriggers 
so that only one rod and reel be 
allowed per downrigger, with 
maximum of three lures per boat,
• Spot closures in place of a 
blanket closure, with imposed 
circumspection.
•Amended catch limits per­
mitting three chinook-a-dny 
between April 1 and Sept. 31, 
1981, with a possession limit of 
eight fish — six of which may be 
Chinook. A two chinook-a-day 
limit between Oct. 1, 1981, and 
March 31, 1982, with a po.ssc,sslon 
limit of six fish — four of which 
may be Chinook,
•Severe and punitive measures 
against violators of regulations 
including substantial fines, 
revoking fishing licence for a five- 
year period, and confiscation of 
fi.'.hiug gc.u .Old equipment such 




As well, the study suggests the new 
plant service both the Pauquachin 
and Union Bay Indian Bands, and 
federal government installations such 
as the Marine Technology Centre, 
Institute of Ocean Sciences, and the 
airport.
Sewers could ultimately be ex- 





Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey 
released plans Monday night which 
would see the town implement a new 
traffic plan suggested by one of 
Canada's lending traffic consultant 
firms,
Sealey announced the plan in­
cludes creation of a one-way couplet 
system comprised of Beacon carrying 
traffic westbound and Bevan 
carrying traffic enstbound.
Traffic would be routed in from 
the highway directly onto Bevan but 
this plan would be contingent on the 
municipality purchasing property 
adjacent to Sanscha Hall.
“We have only one alternative,” 
said the mayor," and that is to 
purchase this properly.”
The mayor was rc.sponding Jo 
complaints from Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of commerce that 
the plan had not been made public. 
She noted that the subject had been 
kept in camera in an attempt to allow 
the municipality to negotiate the land 
purchase.
For these rca.sons, she explained, 
the rest of the plan will not be 
released yet.
Aid. Glen MeMlllan told council 
the chamber executive "didn’t realize 
the problems we were faced with.”
“Carpetbaggers do abound 
today,” he said lefcn ing to prciperty 
appreciating more than 200 percent 
us soon as the municipality expressed 
interest in purchasing.
Aid. Ross Marlin suggested a 
public information meeting be held 
"at some future point" to inform 
residents of the total scheme.
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
North ■ Saanich and Sidney 
councils Monday agreed to the ' 
Peninsula Recreation Commission’s 
request to cancel the proposed 
Panorama Lesiure Centre expansion.
Aid. Ross Martin told Sidney 
council the failure of the expansion 
proposal to meet with public ap­
proval was a result of misun­
derstanding.
When one-third of the cost is to be 
paid by the provincial government, 
“you can’t question the value you’re 
getting,” Martin said. He added he is 
personally disappointed the public 
failed to understand certain aspects 
of the expansion.
“They were confused about the 
restaurant and saw it as a luxury 
facility rather than a revenue- 
producing logical adjunct to the 
proposal.”
“It was to be a limited food service 
facility providing local groups with 
. ^ah opportunity to rent il. T think it; 
would be good value for the town 
and seems only reasonable that the 
existing facilities be complemented 
by those which are revenue- 
producing.”
Martin concluded it is inevitable 
the facility will be expanded at some 
point and hopes “in the interim 
Central Saanich’s failure to live up to 
its recreational responsibilities will be 
re,solved.”
Meanwhile, North Saanich Aid. 
Edgar Farthing said he was con­
cerned that both councils let the issue 
go so far before finally stopping it. 
He added he would not be happy to 
see the expansion proposal “reap­
pear all that soon”.
Aid. Jim Gumming said the 
commission thought there was no 
point in spending more money on the 
scheme just to force a negative 
decision.
A commission press release said 
objections to the expansion proposal 
were twofold: “Firstly, there was 
concern over the additional tax 
burden involved with expansion, 
particularly in view of possible tax 
increases for a new fireball in North 
.Saanich, and a new library for the 
area.
Aid. Ross Martin 
... disappointed
“Secondly, many people objected 
to < the package of facilities being 
offered, and wished to have further 
public input to the • selection of 
facilities for expansion.”
The commission said since some 
form of expansion may be desired by 
North Saanich and Sidney residents,
further studies will be conducted and' 
the commission may come back with 
a new proposal at a later date.
“These studies on the components 
of expansion may include an in-l 
dependent survey, and every effort; 
will be made to maximize public 
input,” said the commission.
North Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel, 
who initiated the move to dump the; 
referendum, said he was “uneasy”; 
about a number of aspects of the 
proposal.
He stressed more public input is 
needed, though the turnout at the; 
North Saanich public meeting last 
month was poor, “ the quality of 
comment was excellent.”
Rangel said he would like to see 
voters presented with various options 
for expansion instead of a $2.7 
million scheme and told to “take it or 
; leave'it.”,
He also suggested additions to the 
centre could be phased. : The 
referendum shouldn’t be tied to any 
particular Jime, he added. Already 
some have suggested a referendum 
for another proposal be included 
with fall municipai elections, he said/ 
However, he.would rather see the 
material and groundwork completed 
before setting any date for a vote.
He agreed the March 21 
Continued on Page 2
Nearly 500 enthusiastic runners of 
all ages turned out Saturday for 
Central Saanich’s annual Basil 
Parker cross-country race despite the 
cloudy skies and soggy race con­
ditions.
Asker Naesgaard captured the 
overall title in a time of 36 minutes 
and 48 seconds -- more than a 
minute faster than his neare.st op­
ponent, .second-place Jeff Hawker, 
who finished in 37:50.
Prairie Inn teams captured both 
the masters men’s and men’s open, 
and Rin Raap topped everyone in the 
masters men’s individual results, 
clocking in at 39:22.
D. Marwood took the junior men’s 
.title in a time of 40:04, S. Bachop
clipped Brent Blackball by 40 
seconds to take the juvenile men’s 
crown in 40:16, and Kevin Senior’s 
time of 27:26 was good enough to 
win the midget trophy .
In, the women’s results, A. 
Harrisbn outdistanced all others to ' 
finish first in the open competition, 
while L. Webster grabbed top spot in 
the masters women’s race. The junior 
women’s title went to Meghan 
Lambeth, and the juvenile trophy to 
Mary Domke.
or course. Manning Press, The 
Review’s sister company, entered a 
full team in the annual fun race, and 
every member completed the course, 
much to their suporters’ amazement.
For more results sec page 9.
Running for other children who can V run, Sidney elementary students practice for today’s 
[Wedneulny] Timmy’s Camp Shawnipan Telethon race. Students sipn up pledges for each 
trip they run around school building and money goes to li.C, lions crippled children 
society, left to right, [hack] Deanna Sayers, lenora Gear, Tammy Rydholm, Tanya Grills} 
[front, left] Shawna McDowell, Colin Perry,
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Police chief 
threatened
A Sidney man who 
threatened to kill 
Central Saanich police 
chief Bob Miles and his 
wife and son, agreed 
March 4 in provincial 
court to post a peace 
bond.
Robert Keon, who is 
now living with his
mother in Sidney, said 
police had taken him 
right out of his lady 
friend’s house.
Central Saanich police 
were called to a 
residence as a result of a 
domestic dispute, court 
was told. Keon had 
threatened to kill Miles,
his wife and son, and 
had threatened to hire 
people to track down 
Const. Peter Snell and 
his wife.
Keon agreed Miles 
and Snell had reason to 
believe he would cause 
them injury.
Bill Kapteyn Jacky Susie Carol-Jo
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ing the lastest in hair staling from the 
fashion centres of the world back to 
the Saanich Peninsula.
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Continued from Page 1
referendum was poor timing, coming 
after property tax notices, ICBC 
payments, and discussions on the 
new firehall and library. But he said 
the question is not whether it passes 
or doesn’t pass, but expansion and 
what type of expansion.
“I think they’re wise in pulling out 
because the opposition was so ap­
parent,” Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey said Friday.
Se^ey said it was a poor year to go 
to the public and ask for more 
money. ‘‘Everybody’s smarting 
under insurance rates and that sort of 
thing.”
But she thought there will be 
another referendum. ‘‘I think it will 
eventually come back. . .maybe in a 
year or two.”
Meanwhile, Panorama manager 
Brian Storrier said he remains 
‘‘bloody but unbowed” — a 
reference to the negative reaction he 
has endured during the two public 
meetings, as well as feedback from 
area residents and Panorama users.
Storrier said positive reaction 
peaked around Christmas time, but 
lately even Panorama users have 
indicated they are against ex­
pansion.
Elsewhere, Sidney and North 
Saanich chamber of commerce voted 
to go on record against the expansion 
‘‘as proposed at this time”.
In a letter to commission chairman 
Bill German, chamber president 
Hank Vissers said he was concerned 
about the lack of Central Saanich tax 
commitment, while at the same time 
Panorama has a ‘‘heavy depen­
dence” on Central Saanich resident 
usage — 44 per cent of current users.
He said such a situation ‘‘exposes 
our taxpayers to a very real risk of 
having to support not only the 
existing facility, but an expanded 
debt and operating load if at any time 
in the future Central Saanich were to 
build their own centre or a similar 
facility were built in, say. Royal Oak, 
which would draw from Central 
Saanich residents.”
$6.5iii sewage plan
Continued from Page 1 
tended into Deep Cove to ac­
commodate those residents.
The study also presented two other 
options to council:
®To simply provide sewers for 
Dean Park Estates, which would 
require a $700,000 expansion of the 
existing Bazan Bay plant.
•Provide sewers for the south end 
by expanding the Bazan Bay plant at 
a cost of $5.1 million.
Aid. Jim Gumming suggested 
council authorize limited expansion 
of the Bazan Bay plant to serve 
Dean Park Estates and plan for a 
major treatment plant in the Canora 
Road area.
Gumming added, ‘‘The political 
study and decisions to be made in the
development of a sewage program 
not only for the south east quadrant, 
but planning for the larger area of 
the municipalty is implicated and of 
necessity requires intensive study.”
Gumming said he doubted if any 
major sewage proposal would go 
ahead in the next two years, though 
council must seriously look at ex­
panding the Bazan Bay plant to 
accommodate further development 
in Dean Park Estates.
He said Dean Park Estates will 
have reached the capacity of the 
Bazan Bay plant by 1982, and council 
will have to decide to either expand 
the present plant or build a new 







Union dropped its picket 
action against Saanich 
school board office 
Friday — 10 days after 
the line went up.
The union, locked out 
in a labor dispute with 
B.C. Tel, struck the 
school board office on 
Third Street when 
telephone company 
supervisors entered the 
office to repair phones 
after a truck knocked 
down a telephone pole 
outside the office.
The union agreed not 
to set up another picket 
line after school board 
officials gave notice they 
would seek an injunction 
disbanding pickets.
The line disrupted 
school board operations 
when 10 Canadian 
Union of Public 
Employees workers were 
unable to cross the 
picket line and were pul 
to work elsewhere in the 




A meeting of directors 
of Sanscha will be held 




John Hall of Mais Furniture invites all his 
friends and customers on the peninsula to 
come and take advantage of Mais 
Truckload Sale.
31
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ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. and 
\VcN( Sauiileli Road, Sidney 
A cozy, 9-ltolcr, idcul for Ijiinilics, Benullful .scenery 
and special twilight rales lor 9-hole game. Clubs and 
carl rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — 
swimming beach. Phone 656-4621,
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brcnlwood Drive, 
Rrentwnod, 652-2413.
HIDNEV TRAVEI.OIKJE, 2280 llcucon Ave., 
Sidney.656-1176.
In The Cabaret every Friday and .Saturday nighl, 
9;lK) p.m. lo 2;(X) a,in,. Rock & Roll «St Country 
Music,
lu'aliirinit in the lonnwt*, Ray and Mary, fhiitar 
Vocalisis, H'.tX) p.m. to mklnighl.
THE MARINERS’ MUSEUM - A must to see 
when in Sidney - an Outstanding Maritime and 
NauliL,i! Colkcltuii • Ica'iilcd uc.st lu Ihc CTipitc! 
Inn, 2554 Bevan, Piinne 656-6633.
Iltnirst Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays 1 to 4 p.m. 
Closed Tufisdiiy and Wcdnc.sday,
• SAVE 250.00 •
’SImUar to illustrations. Many other styles sale priced for this 7-tlay ovent





DISCONTINUED COVER and MODEL
•FREE OILIVERVIM ‘TOP TRRDE IN •IMMEDIATE
GREATER VICTORIA ALLOWANCES FINANCING O.A.C.
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Giilaiii Manor to take
pressure off city liospitals?
Gillain Manor, the former drug and alcohol 
rehabilitation centre located on the slopes of 
Mount Newton, may be back in use soon.
A special task force on long term care has 
recommended Gillain be used for health 
programs, to take pressure off Victoria General 
and Royal Jubilee hospitals.
The recommendation was one of a series 
brought down by the special task force 
established late last year by former Health 
Minister Rafe Mair.
The task force was instructed to propose 
solutions to “bed-blocking” problems at VGH 
and Jubilee, where elderly patients needing long 
term care occupy nearly 25 per cent of the total 
800 acute care beds.
There are existing plans to build 185 extended 
and intermediate care beds at the old VGH site in 
1983 when the hospital moves to Helmcken Road,
but the task force called for construction to begin 
immediately.
Other recommendations from the task force, 
which was headed by Bill Pennington of the 
Capital Regional District’s hospital and health 
planning commission included:
•Universal home care in CRD so the elderly 
may stay in their homes rather than be forced into 
hospital.
•Provision of patient and family counselling
services.
• Larger role for the two major Victoria 
hospitals.
Gillain closed its doors Jan. 1 after the non­
profit Gillain Foundation was unable to keep the 
centre operating. The centre had averaged less 
than 20 patients a month for the year preceding its 
closure — but could have handled up to 90,
Commission says pest
poses risk for farmland
A move by the B.C. Vegetable Marketing 
Commission to get some 800 acres of Central 
Saanich farmland removed from the Agricultural 
Land Reserve has been described as an “exercise 
in futility” by a Central Saanich council aider- 
man.
The commission wants all agricultural activity 
banned in the 800-acre area to prevent the spread 
of golden nematode, a potato pest, and proposes 
a golf course, lake or housing be constructed on 
the land. But George MacFarlane, chairman of 
council’s subdivision and zoning committee, says 
the land is unsuitable for anything but farming 
and cannot be subdivided and developed for 
housing.
It’s flood plains land and the provincial 
government says you can’t build on that, 
MacFarlane says. And even if the land was taken 
out of the ALR council would still zone it
agriculture — to take it out would be an exercise 
in futility, the alderman says.
The commission represents the majority of. 
B.C. vegetable producers and is recommending 
the land removal to federal and provincial 
agriculture ministers Eugene Whelan and Jim 
Hewitt. Because of the havoc the nematode is 
having on peninsula potato crops the federal 
government is prohibiting commercial potato 
production on the peninsula next year and is 
expected to announce soon recommendations on 
compensating farmers or plans to grow alter­
native crops which are not host plants for the 
nematode.
The only host plants in which the pest can 
reproduce are the potato, tomato and eggplant 
but the nematode can exist in cyst form in soil 
without a hostplant for 25 or more years,
A Sidney RCMP 
officer, Thomas Walter 
: Hodgson, was found 
guilty and granted an 
. absolute discharge after 
his Feb. 27 trial on a 
charge of killing a dog in 
Sidney Aug. 10 with a 
bow and arrow.
The crown did not 
proceed with
prosecution on a bylaw
offence of discharging 
his bow and arrow in the 
municipality, “because 
of the way the bylaw was 
written” said a 
spokesman for the 






Sidney RCMP said 
this week they have 
started cracking down 
on illegally parked 
vehicles. The crack­
down stems from a 
number of complaints 
about improperly 
parked cars, Con.st. 
Keith Davies said.
Davies, head of 
RCMP Highway Patrol, ' 
said drivers will be 
charged under section 
191 of the Motor Vehicle 
Act, which says a driver 
shall not “stop, .stand or 
park a veliicle on a 
roadway other than on 
the right side” with the 
right wheels parallel to, 





use Canada is 
contributing $23,244 to 
a Child Care Centre in 
Jogyakarta, Indonesia. 
The Centre will provide 
a home for 30 neglected 
or abandoned children, 
and also serve as a 
nutritional centre and 
child care counselling 
office.
brought the charge.
While summing up 
March 3 the judge ex­
pressed some hope that 
Hodgson would pursue a 
course of, making 
restitution to the dog. 
owner and would, in 
future, use his bow and 
arrow only for hunting.
The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 
in ladies clothing and 
accessories
From
Siclncv and jaincs Bay S(iuarc 
656-3522 ' 384-4932
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS n - 9
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
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1981 International Year of Disabled Persons
1981 will focus attontlon on tho capabilitlos of disabled persons and haw they 
function in jobs with confidence and skill, Tho Province of British Columbia Is 
inviting applications fdr funding from Non-Profit Organizations able to provide 
training and omploymont opportunities for disabled persons during tho Intor- 
natlonal Year of Disabled Persons, If your organization can provide disablod 
persons with an opportunity to learn worthwhile, marketable skills on tho job, you 
can apply for funding for wages and other project expenses. .Jobs may start aflor 
May 1 and terminate on August 31, 1981. Funds are limited and tho deadline lor 
applications is March 13, For complete details, contact any Ministry of Labour 
office, Provincial Agent, or the nearest Employment Opportunity Programs office
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Wise move
; Although we have previously gone on 
: record as supporting the expansion to 
Panorama Leisure Centre — and still 
do: another $25 or $30 a year would 
have been a reasonable price to pay for 
extra recreation which has its appeal for 
; every age — it has become increasingly 
: clear that a majority of people in Sidney 
; and North Saanich are strongly opposed
■ to any additional recreational facilities 
: at this time.
Under the circumstances, the
■ Peninsula Recreation Commission was 
■■ wise to withdraw its plans for the ex­
pansion and to seek permission from
’ Sidney and North Saanich councils to 
' cancel the referendum.
The commission had nothing to gain 
: at this time and everything to lose had it 
I proceeded with its seemingly unpopular 
^ move. And the provincial budget 
' brought down Monday by Finance 
; Mimster Hugh Curits did nothing to 
" help, adding fuel to the anger of those 
J who were already incensed at the 
^ prospect of upcoming higher local taxes.
But down the road a year or so there 
; may be seen a-gleam of light and hope 
J for recreation manager Bill Storrier and 
commission member Bill German, both 
of whom worked hard to get their 
-message across with their recent series of 
^public meetings.
I; . While the majority Of people may be 
f opposed to paying more for recreation at n 
; j;this time, it’s possible the situation may 
palter if . Sidney gets its ^ breakwater-
>; Charbor'.';:;’' ^
; If all the predictions are correct, 
-Sidney would experience an economic 
:;boom with merchants cash registers 
, rplaying some gay tunes, more jobs on 
‘^the horizon, more money for Sidney 
^council coffers if it were to get involved 
.'in running the breakwater ~ in fact, a 
rgeneral spinoff effect should generally 
-revitalize the entire area.
Perhaps in such a climate as this, 
:taxpayers might feel more happy and 
icomfortable dipping into their pockets 
for extra recreation. Now may not be the 
: time but we feel — with the breakwater 
:in place — public attitudes may change.




Does justice prevail? I think not. Take the case 
of Douglas Victor Drew, who wished to set up a 
notary public practice in the Sidney area, but was 
blocked by a group of Brentwood and Sidney 
lawyers when they appealed to the B.C. Court of 
Appeal because need has not been established for 
a third notary in the Sidney area.
Since the decision of Jan. 20, by Mr. Justice 
Lambert, rejecting Drew’s application for 
enrolment in the Society of Notaries Public of 
B.C. to practise in the Sidney area, there have 
been three new lawyer-notaries and one student 
lawyer-notary who have set up practices in the 
Sidney area.
Now I ask you, does justice really prevail? Why 
does a non-lawyer notary have to prove need and 
a lawyer-notary not have to prove need in order to 
establish his or her practice?
The British Columbia legislative assembly will 
be asked to amend the Notaries Act to delete the 
word “need” from the relevant section during the 
spring session. We, the Society of Notaries Public 
of British Columbia, hope we will have the 
support of the general public and urge one and all 
to write or phone their local MLA supporting our 
position.
It is your right and your freedom of choice to 





How dare Aid. Jay Rangel accuse Chevron, 
Captial City Yacht Club, Canoe Cove Marina and 
Thunderbird Marine Corp. of “picking the 
taxpayers pocket’’ (Review article, Feb. 18).
These firms are good corporate citizens of 
North Saanich. They are law abiding employers 
and producers of quality goods and services. They 
provide significant amounts of money to pay for 
our governments at all levels. They pay taxes as 
legally levied.
Mr. Rangel w'ill not understand why his 
statement is so detrimental to our community. It 
does however, allow some understanding of Mr. 
Rangel, to whom 1 wish the shortest possible 
political career.
Roger C. Smith 
518 Lands End Road 
Sidney, RRl
Treat for children
Bald or golden ?
On closer scrutiny of Ron Norman’s photo of a 
golden eagle in lastweek’s issue, one can plainly 
discern the white head and tail feathers of a native 
bald-headed eagle, a species quite common in our 
skies. As far as 1 know ihe.’’e are no golden eagles 
in this area and perhaps Ron in his eagerness to 
capture a picture of the first is not aware that the 
bald-headed eagle does not pop out of his egg 
complete with black and white feathers but is 
instead a brownish colour for a Couple of years 
before obtaining its distinctive plummage which 
no doubt was the reason for Ron’s un­
derstandable mistake. On the other hand perhaps 
Ron had partaken of too much of our “golden” 
suds the previous night and in such case he can be 
forgiven for his oversight.
Reg Davis 
Canoe Cove
Countryside Pre-school has been located in 
Central Saanich for eight years. Each year, as 
part of bur programme, we welcome to the school 
people whp^^^ have something to share with the 
children and w'e also take field trips away from 
the school:
Through the generosity of some members of 
this community, our children have had many 
opportunities to grow and learn.
I would like to thank Sgi. Ross Yuiil of Central 
Saemich police department, whose first visit each 
year is in October to talk about Hallowe’en and 
safety. With patience and good humour he 
provides valuable learning experiences.
For several years we have made visits to the 
Saanich orchards. Central Saanich firehalTand 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital. In each place we 
have met adults who are knowledgable, en­
thusiastic and most helpful.
On behalf of the parents and the children, I 






• By MARY KIERANS
- After a poem and a radio play about his 
■ namesake, Captain George Vancouver, George 
r Bowering has reworked into narrative form his 
'perception of the careful explorer who charted the 
;B.C. coastline. The result, Burning 'Water, is an 
: interesting novel.
' Bowering has explored Vancouver’s journals 
;;and the records of the botanisi/surgeon
• Archibald Menzies and uses this material to 
describe Vancouver’s personality. Its facets are
• revealed in Vancouver’s relationships with the 
"three men who affected him most during his
career.
The memory of James Cook, his mentor in the 
navigational life, stays with him in the form of a 
beloved father figure. For Quadra, the Spanish 
commander from whom he wa.s commissioned to 
take over the Nootka settlement for England, 
Vancouver developed a strong affection, 
passionately returned,
Between Vancouver and Menzies a hostility 
grew, as the one traced his inlets, the other the 
coastal lifefonns as well as the declining physical 
and mental health of the commander.
Bowering’s story sometimes seems forced when
he tries to detach himself and the reader from his 
story with brief excursions into the present, and 
to foreign piaccs that relegate Vancouver and his 
crew to the backseat of history. However, this 
problem is balanced by humourous intermittant 
commentary on the British sailing party by a few 
costal Indians as they observe its progress. Their 
vantage point is detached yet immediate, and 
gives the reader the story.
Burning Water is available from either the 
Sidney-North Saanich or Brentwood branch of 
the regional library.
50 YEARS AGO? From the March U, 1931, 
ksuc of The Review,
The ploughing match sponsored annualiy by 
the South Saanich Farmers' Institute will be held 
this year on the farm of Mr, W. D. Michcll, 
Telegraph Road, Keating.
* * •
In a letter to The Review, F.A, Thornley said it 
wa.s impossible to keep livestock from running at 
: large under present impoundment regulations. 
"There is one much better solution in my 
opinion. If un animal is know to be at large, let 
the owner’s name be published and let him make 
: what explanation he can: public opinion will do 
• the rest.”
40 YEARS AGO; From the March 12, 1941, 
( Issue of The Review.
f Local citizens mingled among the boys in ait 
force blue at a dance staged Friday night in the 
North Saanich Service Club Hall by the Air Force 
Orche.sua, In a military setting a large and en­
thusiastic crowd were in attendance and enjoyed 
to the utmost stepping to the rhythm of the 14- 
piecc orchestra, it being something new and novel 
in the way of orchestras for this district.
bridge and tea at her home. The prize went to 
.Mrs, .\.C, Cartwright, Miss .Simone Chantelu 
winning the consolation. Others present were 
Mrs. W.IE, Scott, Mrs. A.J, Smith, Mrs. H.A. 
Robinson, Mrs. W.A. Brown, and Miss M. 
Holford.
.30 YEARS AGO: From the March 14, 1951, 
issue of The* Review.
Celebrating the 52nd anniversary of their 
wedding March 1 were Mr, and Mrs, Bert Skaife 
of Queens Avenue, They were married at St. 
Helen’s, Lancashire in 1899 and came to Canada 
a month afterwards.
R.H. Turley was elected president of the new 
Dean Park Property Owners’ Association, with 
Joint Forge as secretary. Directors include Dr. 
D.R. Ross, C, Macklc, J.C. Erickson and M. 
Lit win.
GAMCES For the Gance;;. Chapter lODE 
War Work Fund, Mrs, C.E. Baker was hostess 
recently when she entertained a few gue.sts so
Shirley Hanson, eight-ycar-old daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs, Clias Hanson of Wains Cross Road, is a 
patient in Rest Haven Hospital, recovering from 
exposure experienced while she was lost in hush 
ctnmiry near her home Tuesday all day and night, 
An intensive search wa,s carried out for the lost 
child by RCMP and neighbors. The child was 
found about 6 a.rn, Wednesday and is now 
reported in good condition in hospital,
2(1 VEARS AGO: Kron the March 15, 1961, 
Issue of The Review,
No increase is artticipated in taxes this year in 
'Sidney, but on tho Gtdf !:.!and.;, :.chboI cotb: will 
fall for the first time in decades, Total school 
Inulgct for the Gulf Islands is $230,(WO.
10 YEARS AGO: Fron (he March 17, 1971, 
is.suc of The Review,
Unfavorable economic conditions on the 
peninsula has stimulated house sales, according to 
local realtors. Most realtors describe the current 
situation as a “buyer’s market", even though a 
lot in Sidney sells for $5,500 now — compared to
just $1,500 in the late 1950s.
* * *
The crime rate in North Saanich remains low 
according to a municipal policing report for 
February, Four parking warnings were issued, 
iwn liquor bases h.mdled. one article reported 
lost, two were found, no bicycles were stolen and 
four businesses were found unlocked,
.'\n angry group of' Sidney hw;nnc::,r,nH‘n
gathered at Sidney Hotel Tuesday to protest 
increased business licence fec.s. .Merchants 
complained council in some cases raised license 
Ices 850 per cent in just one year. Kaarc Norgaard 
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7:30 p.m. Bible Study 
& Prayer Meeting









Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478












9:30 a.rp..' Saturday 
Study
11:00 a.m. Worship 
7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Praver
ALL ARE WELCOME





























Dennis J. Paap, Pastor






8:00 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Family 
Service (tor the whole 
‘ family) Refreshments 
; A ^’^'lowing
Thursdays
9:00 a.m. Communion 
Ail Welcome!
Rev. David Fuller, Rector
Office: 656-5322 
Res.: 656-7669






















Rev. J.C.A. Barton 
652-3676
6 :30 p.m.
Rev. Will Dobson 
Rector
. ; 652-3860 ■ V;
Wardens;
A.L. Isaac 652-2138 
A.S. McNeil 
652-2651
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11:00 a.m. Sunday 
School
11:15 a.m, Communion
Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday lo Frid.iv
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 

































8:00 a.m. Communion 
10:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer
10:00 a.m. Sunday 
School
Wed., March 18
7:30 p.m. Lenten 
Devotions







Panorama Leisure Centro 
(upstairs Lounge) 
1885 Forest Park Road 
Sunday
9:45 a,m. Teaching
11:00 a.m. Family 
'Wot ship
Wed./Thurs
7:30 p.m, Home Study 
Groups
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serving Central Saanich
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Council wants
to ban church . 
buildings on farmland'
Jobs for youth SPRING IS HERE
By MICHELLE SCOTT
Central Saanich council will 
consider passing bylaws to ban future 
churches from farmland. In 
discussing an application by the 
Seventh Day Adventist Church to 
build a church school on farmland, 
Mayor Dave Hill Monday night told 
council’s subdivision and zoning 
committee they should “seriously 
consider amendments to the zoning 
bylaw which will not allow churches 
on agricultural land.” Council 
agreed to ask staff to draw up a draft 
bylaw for presentation at next week’s 
meeting.
Committee members expressed 
concern over church groups coming 
into Central Saanich to build im­
mediately adjacent to farming 
operations. It was felt such proximity 
could pose a conflict in the future, 
possibly preventing a farmer from 
expanding. In this case, of the 
Adventist application, the church 
school is adjacent to a broiler 
operation.
Committee chairman Aid. George 
McFarlane reminded members that 
the community plan states council 
will support farming wherever 
possible. McFarlane recommended 
the application be turned down, 
“with regret”. Committee, however, 
decided to wait until next week when 
they will receive a letter from the 
advisory planning commission on the 
matter.
A report from the district 
superintendant of School District 63, 
on the impact such a school would 
have, notes that at the present time 
the only access for the property is 
from Central Saanich Road. The 
district’s Keating elementary school 
is directly across the road from the 
proposed site and also only has 
access onto Central Saanich Rd. ■
The district is concerned about 
already existing traffic congestion at 
nearby intersections and the safety of 
students who walk near and cross at 
such intersections.
“The subdivision and zoning 
committee also dealt with a proposal 
from the Housing Society of the 
Royal Canadian Legion to expand by 
12 units their John O. Anderson 
Memorial Housing Complex on East 
Saanich Road.
Development officer Gay Wheeler 
told committee the complex was 
originally developed under a land-use 
contract, at the time zoned for a 
density of 12 units - per acre. The 
bylaws have since been changed and 
the area is now zoned 8 units per 
acre.
Winner Of
The Lion’s Club 400 













Q, 1 recoivod all ol my, 
pension contributions 
back Irom my employor 
and noticed that 10 per­
cent was deducted (or in­
come lax. Do I have to 
report this amount on my 
tax return even though 
my employer has 
deducted the 10 percent? 
A. Yes,'you do. II it Is to 
your bonelii, ghhoral 
averaging may be ap­
plicable or you can pur­
chase an incorno- 
averaging annuity con­
tract to forward average 
the income, You may also 
bo entitled to a pension 
income deduction of up to 
$1,000 for any amount 
not used to purchase the 
l,A,A,C.
Marina Court 
9843 - M Sheet 
65fi-24ll
(MtiTffrpp
. In li'aMae jb 1j|
THI INCOME TAX »«CI»UtT»
Wheeler said, in his opinion, the 
area had been developed to the 
maxirnum at 12 units per acre. 
Wheeler also said he’d checked with 
the municipal solicitor, and council 
could amend the original contract, 
but it should “carefully consider the 
density already there”, and consider 
the effect on current bylaws.
Aid. George McFarlane pointed 
out .that many new residences are 
going in right around the complex 
and suggested “informing them 
that. . .their request to increase may 
be ill-timed”. Aid. Ruth Arnaud 
argued that such new residences were 
most likely for sale, while the Legion 
provided low-cost rental housing for 
senior citizens and said she thought 
council “should be doing all we can 
to help them — all we can”.
Committee felt it did not have 
enough information and voted to 
write the housing society and explain 
the proposal exceeds density 
requirements, and while council is 
not totally opposed, they would like 
more information.
In other committee news: 
•Subdivision and zoning Com­
mittee was advised that F. Mariscak 
is withdrawing his application for a 
second dwelling at his residence on 
1448 Hovey Rd. It also received a 
petition from nearby residents 
against such a dwelling.
“The Committee unanimously 
turned down an application from 
Mr. and Mrs. Scott-Poison of 1870 
Keating Cross Road to have the rear 
portion of their property excluded 
from the Agricultural Land Reserve. 
Although the front portion is zoned 
agricultural, only the rear is in the 
ALR.
The couple say they have in­
dustrial-type activity on either side. 
Council felt there was no need for 
additional industrial area until 200 
vacant acres in the industrial park 
were used up.
“Parks and recreation committee 
voted to ask the Central Saanich 
senior citizens group to meet with 
them and discuss areas of funding 
available to the group for building 
their own centre. Committee would 
also like an idea of the space 
requirements needed for such a 
' '.facility.
“The same committee agreed to a 
10 per cent wage adjustment for 
recreation staff. Category I will go 
from The current $7.50 to $8.25 per 
hour and category II from the 
current $6 to $6.60 per hour.
The provincial youth 
employment program 
gets underway again this 
year for young unem­
ployed people aged 15 - 
24 or students. The 
ministry of labor is 
seeking employers on the 
peninsula who can
provide job op­
portunities on a wage 
reimbursement 
program.
Employees must be 
paid no less than the 
minimum wage and
employers will be 
reimbursed as follows:
the provincial gover­
nment will pay $1.50 per 
hour for an employee 
who is paid S3 to $3.99 
per hour: $2 per hour for 
an employee who is paid 
$4 to $4.99 per hour: 
$2.50 for an employee 
who is paid at least $5 
per hour.
Positions must offer 
continuous employment 
for a minimum of two 
months (40 working 
days) to a maximum of 
four months during the 
period April 1 this year 
to March 31, 1982. 
Positions that offer 
additional training and 






to Victoria International 
Airport is planned to 
begin in 1982/83 with 
construction scheduled 
to take at least three 
years. Expansion in­
cludes provision of 
interior automated 
baggage claim devices, 
federal transport 
Minister Jean-Luc Pepin 
announced last week.
Interim renovations 
currently underway at 
the Pat Bay airport 
include re-location of 
Canada Customs to a 
modular prefabricated 
structure adjacent to the 
west side of the air 
terminal building and 
subsequent re-location 
of the departure room.
eligible for an extension.
Employers should 
allow four to six weeks 
processing time between 
the date of their ap­
plication and startup of 
employment.
Employers eligible 
include businesses and 
farms which have been 
in operation for a 
minimum of one year 
prior to date of ap­
plication (no deadline 
for application); non­
profit organizations — 
deadline March 13; 
operators of tourist 
information centres — 
deadline March 13; 
museums operated by 
non-profit organization 
— deadline March 13;





provement districts — 
no deadline; all com­
munity colleges, 
provincial institutes and 
universities — deadline 
March 13.
Ministry responsible 
for the program is the 
Employment Oppor­
tunity Programs Branch, 
Ministry of Labor, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C. V8V 1X4. 
Telephone 387-1131. 
Pamela Campbell is field 
co-ordinator of the 
program and is located 
at 808 Douglas.





FERTILIZERS OF ALL KINDS
656-1134 Beacon Ave., Sidney






tor Friday & Saturdays Games 
March 13th & 14th
Fri. - Canucks vs Chicago 
Sat ■ Canucks vs Buffalo
*8900 includes both games - blue seals. 2 
nights accommodations and transportation. Departs 
Friday 4:30 p.m. Return Sunday morning.







WE’VE SET OUR HIDDEN AlARRI CLOCK 
TO RING WHEN IT RINGS
HOURLY RT YOU GET 20%
RANDOM TIMES OFF YOUR PURCHASE
SO, COK^E ON in/
SATURDAY THE 14tli
SbSO SsOO l^aSTha (Sidney store Only)
■ ™ ■
Tfe® Hetpp^ •
KITCHEN SHOPS — BATH BOUTIQUE
Driftwood Centre 
2389 Beacon Ave., Sidney 
656-4711
Trafalgar Square




Top Round Steak ib.
GRADE “A” DEEF EVE OF
Round $A4g 
Steak ...lb. £ ^
GRADE "A"
Baron of Beef
(Cut from Rump, Bottom Round). . . . . . . . . . . lb.
SWIFTS EVERSWEET ^ O
Cooked Ham
COUNTRY FAIR
Cornish Game Hen $1 59
16oz.orover.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ea.
SCHNEIDER’S
Hsad Ch@0S0 STSgbowI.ea.
CANADA NO. 2 LOCAL

















YORK IN GRAPE JUICE li C C
Peaches
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SIDNEY. MEkl S^AHiCET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, GUARANTEED, CANADA "A"
mSB WEEKS SPECIAL
BEEF STEAKETTES ..,ea.4§® 
SHlCiCEN LEBS.. . . . . . . . . .
FREEZER PACKS AVAILABLE
Weight lost In cutting, boning and trimming will Increase prices per pound.
PERSONAL INCOME TAX
mUE WE mST OF MARCH
•Before Licenses come in.
• Before the Limit is cut
Free Entry Hidden Weight Contest for Boat Rental 
Customers,
LOW SPRING RATES MIDWEEK
BRENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS
(Bottm of Vmlhr, ^de Ferry Dock)
Phene 652-i014









• Commission Sales & Expenses
aACGUELIHE OAHLSTRCitfi 
8603 Moxon Terrace, Sidney 6S@-36@0










FOB DICING IN A COSY ATMOSPHEBE
TUES. TO FRI. to am - 10 pm 
LICENSED — BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER
The District will be carrying out a flushing program for approximate­
ly three weeks commencing March 16, 1981. Some discoloration 





2359 ie&con Ave. 6SS-4iiS
AmUMCES
THE GREAT DEBATE fmm
LAST DAY IS SATMIDAY, JAReH 14th






DIRECT FROM FISHER STOVE WORKS LTD
MASSft BEAR ■ *4®
PAPA BEAR...................v............?S4® - H®
GRARDIRA......... ................*649 - *5®
BEAR... . . . . . . . . . . .................to *699
All Prices include delivery. Subtract $20 for pick-up at store.
THE FAMOUS FISHER FEATURES
BLACK OR 
NICKEL DOORS
*5/16”-+-1/4” Plate Steel Construction 
“Cast Iron Doors Won't Warp 
•All Brick Lined 
•Full 5 Year Warranty 
(The Best In the Industry) @ *
©LISTED
■■■ . . . . . . . . . . . . -V-. . ■ - .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I INSERT SPECIALS









•It fits Into most 
masonry (IreplaceSj 
and extends out 11" 
onto the hoarttv to .
Incroano fuel capacity 
and heat output,
•Tho design produces 
both radiant and 
convoctlon healing lo 
speed warm air 
throughout your homo,
•You can still onjoy your fireplace: Just open tho 
doors, and attach tho llrescreen,
•Heals up to 2000 St), (eet.
DROP IN TODAY AND
SEE HOW YOU CAN CUT 
YOUR HEATING BILLS
UP TO 50%
Stoves by Garrison, Findlay, Kresno, Ulefos, Petit Godin. Fireplaces by Regal and 
Shaw. Custom Screens, Glass Doors, Top Quality Accessories, Chimney Sweeping, Pro­
fessional Installations and Service. Free Estimates.
AMPLE PARKING AT MARINA COURT
Grassroots Theatre students perform ‘^vaudeville-type** act for appreciative 
Silver Threads audience last week.
Seniors entertained
The combined effort of Parkland’s 
Grassroots Theatre Company and the school’s 
chorus provided an afternoon of en­
tertainment for some 60 senior, citizens at 
Silver Threads centre last Wednesday.
The 50-minute programme led off with the 
chorus, conducted by teacher Frances Toilet. 
Songs covering a broad musical spectrum were 
presented to the enthusiastic applause of the 
audience.
“It couldn’t have been more delightful’’ was 
the comment of one enthusiastic senior.
The afternoon’s entertainment venue was 
topped off with the energetic antics of the
talented Grassroots company with the troupe 
performing a musical revue of song and dance 
from Broadway musicals, including Grease, 
Godspell and Annie.
Also incuded in the programme was the 
presentation of Brother Love’s Travelling 
Salvation Show, a Neil Diamond song set to 
the choreography of Gini Foley.
Gapping the show was the hilarious 
presentation of the British music hall 
favourite. If I Ever Lose My Job, which had 
the audience in stitches.
It was a great afternoon. The energy of the 
performers was only equalled by the response 
of the audience.
Claremont students 
are hoping, tp ‘‘delight’’ 
audiences at Thursday 
and Friday per­
formances of three 
plays. ;
Ben H jermstad,
Shelley Moen and Garry
Buzzard head the cast of 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 
Stage manager is Sara 
Pope, director M. Stack. 
Only two actors — 
Christine Harker and 
Charity Marpie - are in 
The Box, a play by 
Sheldon Rosen. Director
is Liz Todd.
Noah’s Flud, a 
miracle play written 
some 600 years ago by 
the Guild of Water- 
carriers, Chester, 
England, stars Matt 
McConnell as Noah and 
Carole Krasicki as Mrs.
Noah, ably supported by 
their sons, wives, the 
good groups in town - 
and God.
Tickets $2 adults, $1 
students from
Claremont Players, the 
school office or at the 




Panorama Leisure Centre 
March 14tlg & 15th 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Boys & Girls Ages 4 & Up 
New players please bring Birth Certificates.
Fee: *15.00 most divisions 
For Info. 652-1959 or 652-2049
Anyone mteresten in co.uhing? Ploaso call above numbers.
Sidney Little League Baseball
comm: iEfllSTiMION
8-12 yr. olds
Bring birth certilieate and bo 
accompanied by a parent,






Harvey's Sporting Goods Store
March 13th 5-7 p.m. 
March 14th 10 a.m. - 5 p.rn. 
Panorama Leisure Centre
March 15th 14 p.m.
For more information phone 656-3337,
TROUBLED BY HIGH 
PRICES?









Baking has been our business 
since 1903
• Kvtsfin.iI'lL’ wct'My. nuuuhiv DELICIOUS BAKED GOODS 
"FRESH DAILY'
/'Of lifiul'iiff (iiiii mrirblliuitt ti’tilf
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
1141 lliirnhy’ St,, V»itiniivrr, ll.t). V<(Z i Vl «f 
eti<>ne»rc« MM*hN7-ri7y«,
tyttM/w 2507 Beacun PHONES656-1012











lB’WP»ck«g*»l3'i.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
til Punikui Atwy Twin Pack. . . . . . .
SAVE
30‘ Plastic Pail ibttrowMii, 5 Qaart. No, FT!  .. . . . . . . . . . . . '
Prices Effective March 9-14,1981
in your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store
Wi reiorvi tiM riKhl to Knit Qoaatitkt. Sales ia retail Qaaatitiii Oeff.
Everything you want from a store
and a little bit more
OPEN SUNDAY 10 AM to 5 PM 
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
CANADA S A 1= E W AY Ul M IT E O
,1 ,-.7.
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PAT OWEN, the pleasant redhead who was 
making a success out of it, is said to have decided 
to end her career as a jockey. She got married 
after the Sandown meeting, but her association 
with horses and racing will continue, her husband 
being trainer Larry Barroby ... a poll of 
Exhibition Park box-holders showed a big
majority in favor of telephone wagering, which 
means that if proposed regulations are im­
plemented they will be able to deposit money with 
the track and phone in their bets . . . even veteran 
hockey-writers can get carried away, like the 
easterner who wrote that goalkeeper Mike Liut of 
the St. Louis Blues is “the brightest star to land in 
the NHL in several seasons. Well, Liut is having a
good season but what about Wayne Gretzky, 
Jurgen Pettersson, Peter and Anton Stastny, 
Bobby Smith, Wayne Babich, Morris Lukowich 
and Ray Bourque? And several seasons could also 
take in Mike Bossy, Kent Nilsson and Bemie 
Federko. And Mark Howe also belongs on the list
of newcomers who would have to be ranked 
ahead of Liut . . . the calibre of NHL personnel, 
good part due to recruitment of Europeanin
talent, has improved noticeably. That and the 
drafting of 18 and 19-year-olds has in the last 
three years cut the average age of players from 28 
to 25 yertrs ... it would be pleasant to be able to
watch a major sports event without some at­
tention-seeking extrovert dressed up in some 
animal costume. It’s too bad that so many don’t 
find the game enough . . . major-league baseball 
has an arbitration system which calls for club and 
player to set a salary when they are unable to 
come to an agreement. The arbitrator then 
decides on which is the fairer offer, and it was a 
surprised third man who sat in on what was 
supposed to be a difference of opinion between
Gorman Thomas and the Milwaukee Brewere. 
The club, probablydncreasing its last offer, and 
Thomas, probably coming down in an effort to 
improve his chances, both put down $500,000 . . . 
in the eight years since George Steinbrenner 
bought the New York Yankees there have been 19 
new owners in major league baseball, and it may 
not be entirely coincidental. Steinbrenner is 
largely responsible for salaries which are getting 
too big for many owners ... just in case a six- 
foot, seven-inch centre from Bucknell University 
now named Deb Okoro ever makes it to the 
National Basketball Association you should know 
he is a U.S.-born citizen of Nigerian descent 
whose birth certificate reads Ajoritsedebi 
Oreghayeyere Memaridieyin Okorodudu ...
JIM KEELING informs that the standardbreds 
at Sandown will again race over the existing five- 
furlong strip. Plans to construct a half-mile track 
have been shelved for the time being at least. 
There’s barely enough time to complete the new 
grandstand facility before the May 16 opening of 
the 71-day season ... for baseball fans who trip 
to Seattle from time to time during the season. 
New York Yankees will be at the Kingdome for 
games May 8, 9 and 10 and July 20, 21 and 22. 
Boston Red Sox are scheduled June 9, 10 and 11 
and Aug. 10, 11 and 12 and California Angels, 
with a batting order worth watching, play the 
Mariners April 9, 10, 11 and 12 and again on 
Aug. 10, 11, and 12 . . . relief-pitcher Tug 
McGraw, world series hero, took a lot of the 
sheen off his colorful, down-to-earth image at the 
New York baseball writers’ banquet with a 
slurred, vituperative attack on someone who had 
incurred his disfavor. Listeners were said to be 
astounded, and disgusted . . . it’s been reported 
that Henry Boucha, who sued player Dave 
Forbes, the Boston Bruins and the National 
Hockey League for damages after being injured, 
has settled out of court for more than $1 million 
. . . another report says there will be interesting 
developments of a personal nature when Portland 
Trail Blazers go to court to defend against 
medical malpractice charges being brought by 
former-Blazer Bill Walton. Among the most 
interested will be San Diego Clippers. Walton 
may not be able to play again but has seven years 
left on a $700,(K)0-per-year contract . . . things 
certainly have changed. Wells-Fargo used to be 
held up by masked stage-coach bandits, who 
between them didn’t come close to matching what 
was taken in that computer robbery involving 
people in the fight game. . .
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS are about to get an 
idea of how much can be expected from cable 
television. They have signed a five-year contract 
to have all their games telecast over an exclusive 
cable channel. Subscribers will pay $120 for the 
82 games, and with Kingdome fans paying $516 
for best seats to the 41 home games, it could slice 
into attendance quite drastically. And the Sonics 
have to pay the Kingdome for any difference in 
parking and concession revenue if it falls below 
the average for the last three seasons . . . 
National Basketball Association attendance has 
declined about 10 per cent this year and there are 
many who claim one reason is that white fans in 
many cities won’t support a sport with a great 
preponderence of black players. And that’s true 
in the NBA, a mid-season count showing that 
only 74 of the 271 players who had seen action at 
that time are white. The real sports fan will hope 
it isn’t true but there is no doubt it has had some 
affect on fan support . . . there are many 
statistics which show why Winnipeg Jets are so 
far out of things in the NHL but perhaps the most 
embarrassing one is that during the past two 
seasons coaches Joe Crozier, Bobby Kromm, 
Barclay Plager, Fred Creighton, Don Cherry and 
Bernic Geoffrion all lost their jobs after their club 
had been beaten by the Jets . . . and mentioning 
Cherry brings the thought that it would be 
wonderful, for television watchers, that is, if 
some club gave him another chance at coaching. 
Obviously believing that he is colorful and expert, 
he is a bit hard to take as a commentator. It’s 
nothing short of amazing how often television 
strikes out with the showbusiness concept used in 
selecting sports commentators . . . there won’t be 
anything more amazing in golf this year than last 
month’s two holes-in-one by 25-year-old Steve 
Adams of San Diego. He suffers from a rare bone 
disease and has to play from a wheelchair but still 
managed 108-yard and 144-yard aces, both made 
using a seven-iron . . . there certainly isn’t much 
to choose between Cloverdale pacers Jodana and 
Pilchuk. After dead-heating for first place earlier, 
they met in the final of the Pat Brernan Memorial 
series and judges looked at the pictures for a long 
time before deciding that Jodana was a whisker in 
front at the finish line . . . Kerry Burtnyk and his 
.Manitobans came through for Winnipeg 
columnist Jack Matheson in the Canadian men’s 
curling final but it’s too bad that one of the most 
exciting Brier windups ever was decided on a last 
rock missed by a skip who had curled brilliantly 
until then . . . football-coach Lou Holtz observes 
that “The fellow who complains about the way 
the ball bounces is usually the fellow who 
dropped it.’’
SUN DAY, M ARC H 1 / 81 — 14 Va MILES:
1 MADELEINE >
2 BOUDICCA
3 DYSTOCIA L -











Fish fillets always make tasty entrees at any dinner. Try 
your own by preparing the fish as follows: Beginning at the 
top near the head, slip a sharp knife down to the 
backbone, then cut along to the tall. Repeat from the bot­
tom from head to backbone, releasing 72 of the flesh from 
the fish. Then repeat the procedure on the other side of the 




Factory Authorized Repair Shop for
BTEHIU DRIVE
ALSO VOLVO REPAIRS 
'Spring Service on Drive ‘Engine Rebuilt
‘Tune Up ‘Hydraulic Trim Tabs
‘New & Rebuilt Sterndrive ‘Fresh Water Cooling Kits
‘Re-Power — Spring Special —
One Full Year Warranty when we rebuild your engine or drive
656-1221
2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney open 7 Pays a Week
at Westport Marina
We are pleased to 
announce our new Mer- 
cruiser Sterndrive Mecha­
nic, ADAM KANCZULA, 
with his 11 years experi­
ence is available for servic­
ing all Mercruiser models. 
He would like you to bring 
your pre-season check-out, 





Open 7 days a week till 4:30
'J'-i V1 
Wm





Brought to you through tho courto^ of
itS, 14)4#
new and used • sail and power
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd, & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR
Times Shown are "Sluiulurd Times”
ENNOS 31’ hard top express with 
bridge. Twin engines, fresh water 
cooled, 6,5 Onan, VHF, C.B., 
sounder, stereo, trim tabs, bow dock­
ing lights, tinted glass, electric heal, 





“Wor/if'.s Imiiii'til Htit/liinr ilvithr” 
2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney
656-5832
Date Time Ft, Time Ft. Time Ft. Time Fl.
Mar. 12 Tliu. 03(X) 7,9 0840 10.4 1610 3.0
Mar. 13 Fri. (KKX) 9.7 04224 8.6 0920 10.1 17(X) 2.9
Mar. 14 Sal. 0125 lO.I 0620 8.8 1010 9.6 1810 2.9
Mar. IS Sun, 0225 10.4 0745 8.6 1130 9.2 1910 3.0
Mar. 16 Mon, 0315 10.6 0850 8.1 1255 9.0 2015 3.1
Mar. 17 Tue, 03.50 10.7 0945 7.6 1400 9.0 205.5 3.2
Mar. 18 Wed. 0425 10.5 1010 7.1 1510 9.1 2135 3!?
Duo to activity on resale boats wo are short of listings and have clients In­






The Safest, most Versatile Rental Fleet In Brlllah Columbia. 
SKOOKUM SALTY • 17 It, Cabin Boats 
SKOOKUM SEALER ■ 15 It, Open Boats with Mercury Outboards 
JAEGER • 15 tl, sailboats
Uperkm^ tml HwwMgMhIe Staff
BOATERS!
Don't pfit it off any longer! 
Drapes ii Shades
arc pleased to announce tlieir
FREE IN-BOAT ESTINIATES
for ail your Upholstery and Drapery requirements, 
Vinyl and Upholstery Fabric in .^tock. 
From $3,99 a yard,
2300 C0noo Cove Road 
(Next lo the Forry Terminal) 
Opon sovon days 
mmmmmmmtmmmmmtammmmMm MlHWIW
With a total line of accessories.
cm mw BEFOfll THE SEASON STABTS
EnQuirkt to;
SKOOKUM MANUFACTURING LID.
2072 Henry Ave., Sidney 656-7.TI I or 696-7664 
Open Moii.-Snt. 8 n.rti. - 6 p.m.
2367 Beacon Are. 
Driftwood Centre
mmn
Ol'fN « • !i 
MON - KM
MARINE SERVICES
•NOW IS THE TIME lo Spruco Up your boat lor SPRING! 
•Hawl'OLits and High Pressure Bottom Cloaning 
•Authorized Repair Shop lor:
Johnson, EVINRUDE, & Morcury 
OUTDOABDS and
OMC. moiCrulsor, & VOLVO PENTA 
STERNDRIVES.
Come In and chock our selection of 
LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM BOAT TRAILERS
10134 Mcdonald Pk. Rd. 656-7023
^rn'' V'!i
'V r Vi, TT e ,7.,: 5,
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Doyle’s demons fsPORTS
blitz Butlers phone 656-1151
By TOM CRONK 
A season-long dream became 
reality for Tom English and Brent 
Stetchman when each scored during 
the second half of Peninsula Steelers’ 
10-0 bombardment of visiting 
Duncan Butler Saturday.
English, usually fullback, and 
Stetchman, goaltender for the local 
squad, were moved to the forward 
line by coach Tom Doyle after the 
Steelers had built up a substantial 
lead early in the contest.
In total, nine players shared in the 
scoring blitz. English accounted for 
two goals, while Stetchman, Wright, 
Doyle, Cronk, Mahon, Street, 
Carney, and Pollen tallied one 
apiece.
Dennis Cronk and Aaron Petrie 
were named by coach Doyle as 
outstanding players, due to their 
extra-strong performances at a 
variety of positions.
Saturday’s win bodes well for the 
club, which will enter district cup 
competition next weekend. Through 
12 games during the regular season of 
division 7c play, the Steelers scored 
50 goals and were scored upon only 6 
times.
They lost only one game, their 
season opener, and finished second 
in their division.
Coach and manager, Tom and 
Cathy Doyle expressed their thanks 
for the support from Steelers’ 








Class 1 — men's open - Prairie Inn "A" • 35; Prairie Inn "B" - 95; 
Prairie Inn "C" -129.
/\sker Naesgaard • 36;48; Jeff Hawker - 37;50; Don Gillman * 
37:52; Vince Clough - 37;57; B. Moffat - 38:10; Frank Graham - 
39.22.
Class 2 — masters - mens - Prairie Inn Harriers -108: Flying "Y" - 
237.
Rin Reap - 39:22; Mike Ellis - 41:37; Tony Boydell ■ 42:32; Paul' 
Bowler-44;10; T. Devlin-44:27; S.Wynno.-44;41.
Class 3 — junior men - Brentwood College "A" - 251; Brentwood 
College "B" - 413.
D. Marwood - 40:04; M. Wynne - 41:59; M. Slesor - 43;05; R. 
Jakobson-43:28; C. Bell - 43:34; D. Burley-44:30.
Class 4_juvenile - mens - Brentwood College - 285; Shawnigon
Lake-482.
S. Bachop -40:15; Brent Blackholl - 40:56; Chris McLerron -42:19;
A. Thompson - 42:42; J. Wright - 50:07; D. Bowden - 56:06.
Class5 — -midget-mens-CentralJr.socondary-39;Glenlyon-
58; St. George -102.
Kevin Senior - 27:26: Randy Matthews - 27:42; Malcolm Mon­
tgomery - 27;54: Phil Greenwood - 28:17: Peter Haagenson - 28:25; 
Wdyne Fletcher - 28:27.'
Class 6 — bantam - mens - Glenlyon "A" - 44; Mt. Newton A - 
85; Royal Oak “A" -116.
Scott Wilson -15:15; Brandon Depol -15;16; Gary Cronk - 15:18;
DrewRoss-15:26; A. Dornan-15:39; Mark Talmon-15:52.
Class7_-pee wee-mens-Glenlyon - 163; Cordova Bay - 226;
Sonsbury -252.
Gordon Thompson - 15:42; David Johnston - 16:06; Ion
Bdskerville - 17:02; Andy O'Brian - 17:02; Barnabus Clarke -17:02: 
Lance Bailey -17:14.
Class 8 — masters - women -: L. Webster - 37:36: J.Haagensen - 
39:18; J. deTurberiville - 41 ;27; Carol Wilson -42:55; J. Jespersen - 
45:08: J. Malleson - 45:12.
Class 9 — open - womens - Dusty Sneakers -193.
A. Harrison - 28:03; K. Bengston -30:19; K. Schlesiger - 30:23: C. 
Clough-32:49; J. Roziano - 35:23; J. Williams - 35:33.
Class 10 — junior - women - Meghan Lambeth: Theresa Caiget.
Class 11 — juvenile - women - Claremont -155.
Mary Domke - 29:03; Sarah Jockman - 31:22; Kathryn Pugh - 
31 ;39; Ann Brlx - 32:08; Maureen Lynch - 33:32; R. Dornan - 34:40; 
J.McColl-34:40.
Closs 12 —- midget - women ■ Nanaimo Track and Field - 223; 
Claremont - 322; Royal Oak 376. , . ,
Siobhari Skelly - 16:08; Tanis Schafu -16:18; Toni Sanford -16:20; 
Janino Philips -15:28; Lynnio Roy -17:02; Shannon Starrlo -yjl4.^ 
Class 13 — bantam • women ■ Nanaimo Track Club - 139; Royal
Oak School - 503. ,, . ,
Gail Arnbrustor • 16:21; Leah Dlllabough - 15:54; Lorroino 
Borowskl • 17:28; Louise Kemble - 17:56; Kelly Matt • 17:57: Taro 
Swan-18:26. _ . „ .....
Class 14 - pee woo • women • Flying "Y" - 303; Cordova Bay A
433;CordovoBay”B"'558.
B.J. Toylor - 15:41; M. Griffith ■ 16:53; M. Lewis - 17:40; M.
Norgaard - 18;36; C. Waugh-18:37; Sarah Roger-19:14.




team wound up the 
season by placing third 
in the Pepsi Challenge 
Tournament March 1 at 
St. Michael’s University 
School.
Although the team 
just missed qualifying 
for the Lower Island 
playoffs, as sole 
representatives of 
Saanich secondary 
schools in the league, 
their performance was 
respectable.
The girls’ half of the 
team with experienced 
players such as Anne 
McKinnon, Anne Spicer 
and Michele Penz, won 
most of their games. Of 
the boys, only Paul 
Rebitt was left of last 
year’s team. However, 
grade 10 players, Tony 
Moniz, Tiro Clarke and 
grade nine Patrick 
Walsh show the skill and 
determination which 
should form the basis of 
a stronger boys team 
next year, a Parkland 
spokesman said 
Monday.
Prior to the end of the 
season, players 
demonstrated their 
strong feeling of 
cameraderie by 
organizing a dinner at 




Bring you “The Luck of the Irish” 
this St. Patrick's Day with Green 
Motif Arrangements.
Just Arrived - Dahlias, Begonias, 
Giadiolas & Lily Bulbs. ^ ^


















•T'-'t:'' '■ ... "
...
Three cheers/ibgetiu we’ve made it dii uugli the most criliail time of year 




7855 E. SAANICH RD. (Across from the Firehall)
YOU AHE IHYITED TO COME M 
AHO MEET THE MEW OWNERS




\ f , WE RESERVE. IHf RIGhT .
I tp LIMII PUfiNTlHES/j-i:





PURE PORK SAUSAGE . ^
SMOKED PICRIC
SHANK01WHOIE...........v..... .. . . . . . .......... lb.



































Reg. or Decaf. 8 oz. .
5.2 oz.





GRANOLA CEREAL lib. .





CHOCOLATE CHIPS 12 OL
€Mf00R i3oz. ..Ai







BRAVO 7.5 01. 1 ItflUC












Lann Copeland Music Centre
7174 A W. SasRict) Rd.
Brentwood Bay' 652*4512
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Sidney Seamen 
capture second spot
YOUR CROWN LIFE TEAM ON THE 
SAANICH PENINSULA
















® Accident/Sickness Insurance 
• Personal Insurance Planning • Employment Benefit Plans
® Mortgage Insurance • Annuities
® Business Insurance ®R.R.S.P./D.P.S.P.
A TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS
; liOTiCE
MYDRAHT FLUSHIHa '
Please be advised that this Corporation intends to flush watermains 
and hydrants commencing March 16th. for ^the remainder of the 
month. Persons with special requirements for water clarity will, 
upon request, be given advance warning of flushing in the vicinity. 
This Corporation cannot accept any responsibility for damages 
caused by the use of discoloured water. Consumers are therefore 
advised to be on alert for temporary discolouration of water.
G.L. ROGERS




victories Saturday to 
capture second spot in 
the first annual Salt 
Spring Senior Men’s 
Invitational Basketball. 
Tournament in Ganges.
Seamen finished the 
four-team round robin 
event with two wins and 
just one loss. Host Salt 
Spring No. 1 topped all 
teams with three wins, 
while Gibsons won once 
and lost twice. The other 
Salt Spring team 
finished with three losses 
in as many gEunes.
Seamen opened the 
tournament Friday night 
with a close 58-51 loss to 
Salt Spring No. 1. 
Seamen actually led for 
much of the way, only to 
lose steam in the final 
quarter.
But the Seamen 
turned things around 
Saturday with a 69-65 
come-from-behind win 
against Salt Spring No.
2, followed by an easy 
93-76 victory over 
Gibsons.
Derek Peters paced 
the team in scoring in 
both games, netting 24 
and 27 points, 
respectively. Gary 
Searing scored 15 points 
in the first game, while 
Ed Beswick added 14 
and Ron Norman nine.
Big break in the game 
came when Peters stole 
the ball with just 30 
seconds left to put 
Seamen up 67-65. He 
added two more foul 
shots later to ice the 
game.
In Sidney’s other 
game Saturday Gibsons 
played its second game 
in a row, and by the 
second half just 
couldn’t keep with the 
fast-breaking Sidney 
squad.
Searing chipped in 22. 
points and Beswick 20, 
while Malcom Brown 
and Angus Stewart 




M. Hayward was the 
class of the Miracle 
Lanes bowlers this week, 
rolling an 863 triple and
333 single, in Tuesday 
commercial league. Ron 
Doran fired a 739/256 in 
the same league.
Elsewhere, Francis 
Bodrug had 683/275 in 
Legion league play, 
while in the ladies league 
C. Swihdlehurst had a 
689/269. She was 
followed by C. Mohr at 
646/258 and E. 
Cameron at 642/218.
Barb Mathews led 
Thursday commercial 
bowlers with 684/291, 
while Stan Blow topped 
Golden Agers with 
689/257. Ed Madson 
and Bob McCormick 
weren’t far behind ut 
644/260 and 621/227.
Broomball tour­
ney at Panorama 
Leisure Centre 
Feb. 21 drew lots 
of laughs and a 
few bruises {top 
photo] as well as 
something special 
in the way of 
headgear for 
spectators. Win­
ner was Joe Bed­
ard team, runner 
up was Fred Cla­
rke team.
Tom Cronk Photos.
John Hall of Mais Furniture invites his peninsula 
friends and customers to “Come on Down” and 












OUR REGULAR PRICE $859.00 OUR REGULAR PRICE $1228.00
Peninsula Eagles Midget Rep Tier 
TI hockey club swept both sudden 
death playoff games last week to earn 
a berth in the Island finals this 
weekend at Esquimau.
Eagles opened March 2 with an 8-1 
shellacking over Oak Bay, as the 
squad from behind the tweed curtain 
racked up 73 minutes in penalties 
compared to just 14 for the Eagles.
Jeff Shaw led the locals with two 
goals. His first came with about 12 
minutes gone in the opening period 
and Eagles down one goal. Jim 
Townlcy and Rob Montgomery 
assisted.
Rick Puckett lifted Eagles into the 
lead with just under three minutes 
left in tlie first frame; Peter Claassen 
picking up the assist. ,
Shaw and Claassen then put the 
game away with two goals less than 
20 seconds apart midway through tlic 
second period to give the Eagles a 4-1 
lead. Dan Girard assisted on the 
Claassen marker.
Mike Howell, Blair Philp, Murray 
Harper and Girard added goals in the 
last stanza.
Eagles then took on league-leading 
Esquimau Sunday and came out on 
the winning end of a 5-3 score. 
However, Esquimau filed a protest 
over the timing of the game.
Goalie Scott Farquharson was a 
big factor in this game as he came up 
time and again with key saves.
Five different players shared in the 
goal scoring for the Eagles. Townley 
opened with assists going to Puckett 
and Greg Spicer. That gave the 
Eagles a 1-0 lead after 20 minutes.
But Esquimalt’s Ray Leach tied 
the game less than four minutes into 
the second period. Eagles regained 
titc lead on two goals by Mon­
tgomery and closed the middle frame 
up 3-1.
llic two squads shared lour goals 
in, the final period, with Howell and 
Girard gelling the Eagles markers, 
wltile Cord Porter and A1 Atkinson 
scored for Esquimau.
If Esquimau’s protest is 
disallowed, Eagles will be one of five 
teams in round robin playoff action 
titis weekend. The other lower Island 
representative is Esqulmnlt, which 





ALMOND or WHITH handsomoly styled with 
black glass door. Porcelain rocossod top that 
stops drips and spill overs. 2 • 6” ftpd 2-8'' 
plug-out surface elements and big sell-cleaner 
oven moans good-bye lo mossy scrub ups,
•WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL 
•EREE DELIVERY IN GREATER VICTORIA 






WHITE ONLY. Washer has 2-spood, 5-cyclo 
wash/rlnso, Infinite water level, 3-cyclo soloc- 
llon and stainless slool tub. The matching 
Speed Queen dryer with 5 fabric soloclions, 2 
automatic drying cycles', permanent press and 
pormacoto drum. Doth include the famous 
Speed Queen warranty of 2 years all parts and 
service, 10 years on transmission and litotimo 
on stainless stool tub. and drum,




Parkland Rugby teams split in last weeks 
action with seniors losing 17-3 to an ex­
perienced Oak Bay team, and juniors winning 
their second game convincingly, 23-10 over 
Belmont.
Senior boys gave a good account of 
themselves holding Oak Bay to an 11-3 score 
for almost the whole game and finally con­
ceding 6 additional points while attempting to 
run from deep in their own half.
Although they played very well the greater 
experience of the Oak Bay team proved to be 
the difference.
Junior boys won their .second game in a row 
defeating Belmont 23-10. Eric Aslett and 
Frank Vickery led the team with two try’s 
each. Ben Creek added two converts and a 
penalty goal to complete the .scoring.
The junior team plays Spencer junior 
secondary Thursday for their first home game.
Parkland seniors have two games this week, 
playing the powerful St. Michaels LJnivcrsiiy 
School team on Wednesday at S.M. U and 




Ardmore Golf Club 
ladies section com­
petition play begins at 10 
a.m. March 17. A nine- 
hole match — Captain 
verses Secretary -- will 
start off the 1981 season.
Following lunch, a short 
meeting will be held.
New members are 
encouraged to “come 
and get started” with 




Peninsula Rovers division 7D 
soccer club suffered its first loss .since 
the season opener, losing 3-2 in an 
exciting divi.sion 7C/7D preliminary 
cup playoff against Gordon Head 
Shelbournc Pinza Drugs Saturday at 
Gordon Head,
Gordon Head opened the scoring 
after 10 minutes with the goal coming 
from a goalmouth scramble, the hall 
going in off the post.
Unt Rovers evened the score 10 
mitmte:, later when Tim nyford drove 
the ball high between the posts from 
just inside the penalty area.
Rovcr.s took the lead mhuiics into
the second half on Anthony Everett's 
marker wlien lie drove a direct free 
kick over the Gordon Head goalie's 
hands from just outside the penalty 
area.
However, Rovers couldn't hold the 
slim one-goal lead, and Gordon 
Head evened the .scoic after slicing 
Ihronglt the Rovers defence.
The winning goal came on a corner 
kick when Hovers defence stood still 
and watched their opponents pu,sli 
the bull in from six yards.
Everett, By ford n'nd Marl: Euttcr 
played outstanding games and goalie 
Craig Hafincr couldn't be faulted for 
liii. performance between the post.s.
Stores help out 
peninsula team
The following businesses have donated money 
to Peninsula Eagles Midget Rep Tier II for the 
team's April IS trip to Winnipeg.
A Lam’s Family Rcsiaurnni, Mel Townley, 
Weaihergard Shop, 0. Reid (the filing room in 
Sidn-y), rinir Downey Service, Canoe Cove 
Mamifacturlng, Canadian Imperial Dank of 
Commerce, Paulson's Excavating, Moore and 
Eriesen, Bob Whyte Marina,
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Peninsula teams among best in B.C.
Two peninsula high school teams are now 
among the 10 best in B.C. after the provincial 
senior girls “A” basketball championships last 
week in Revelstoke.
Parkland Panthers under coach Marg Main- 
waring finished eighth in the 16-team final, while 
Stelly’s Stingers under the direction of coach 
Peter Mason finished 10th.
Parkland opened with a 49-39 loss to Fraser 
Lake and dropped into the losers’ bracket. The 
Sidney school beat Rossland 57-36 and Hazelton 
52-39, before dropping its final game to Van-
derhoof 66-42.
Mainwaring said the initial loss was a tough 
one, and on a “normal” day Parkland would 
have taken the game. Nevertheless, she was 
pleased with the team’s overall performance this 
year.
“We did well. I think it was a good year,” she 
said. She is looking forward to next year when six 
of her nine players will return. Panthers’ Kelly 
Hunter was given honourable mention for the 
tournament all-star team for her 75 points in four 
games.
Stelly’s, meanwhile, also lost its first contest — 
to a tough Aldergrove squad — by a 28-25 score.
Stelly’s then joined Parkland in the losers’ 
round and beat Pemberton 46-28 in the next 
game.
Stelly’s lost its third game to Vanderhoof 41- 
15, shooting just 11 per cent from the floor.
Stelly’s placed 10th by clipping Hazelton 41-31 
in the final game in which almost all members 
played. Mason too is looking forward to next 
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Senior men’s hockey
Freight bounced
Sidney Freight’s hockey season ended abruptly 
this week when the local men’s recreational 
hockey league regular season champions were 
bounced from the round robin playoffs in three 
straight games.
The losses were the biggest upset of the year, 
coming after Freight cruised through regular 
season play with just two losses in 25 games.
Things began to bode ill for the league 
champions when they fell 6-1 March 1 to fourth- 
place Travelodge in the opening round of the 
playoffs.
Dale Tweedhope sparked the Travelodge club 
with three goals and an assist, while singles went 
to Ken Poskitt, Mike Miller and Ron Russell. 
Russell also helped set up three markers. Ross 
Anderson netted the lone F'reight score.
Freight continued its slide with a narrow 5-4 
loss to Weathergard March 3. Weathergard 
opened with three fast goals to take a 3-0 lead 
after 20 minutes.
Freight got on the scoreboard with two goals in 
the middle frame, but Weathergard retained their 
three goal margin with two markers of its own. 
Freight’s two final-period goals just weren’t 
enough to lift it to victory.
Anderson, Avie Stubbington, Tom Brooks and 
Rob Smith scored singles for Freight. 
Weathergard scoring was also shared, with singles 
going to Stan Alstad, Steve Ormond, Mike 
Gibson, Jim MacIntyre and A1 Woodcock.
Finally, Hotel Sidney edged the league 
champions by the same score Sunday night 
behind Darcy McColl ’ s hat trick.
Chris Cheadle added a goal and three assists, 
while Ron Fabbro potted one goal and four
assists to help Hotel.
Kerry Lewis and Stubbington scored singles for 
Freight, while Smith chipped in a pair of goals. 
Ft,eight jumped to a 1-0 lead after one period, and 
held a 4-2 lead after 40 minutes, but faded in the 
final period allowing Hotel three unanswered 
goals.
Elsewhere in round robin action, Weathergard 
assured itself of a spot in the best of three finals 
starting tonight, winning all three round robin 
games.
It dumped Hotel Sidney 6-4 March 4 and then 
clipped Travelodge 4-2 March 6. In the Hotel 
game, Dave Williams netted five points on two 
goals and three assists. Daryl Reading added a 
goal and three assists, while Doug Murray, 
Ormond and Jim Pickering each netted single 
goals.
Chris Cheadle, Fabbro, A1 Evans and Mike 
Boyd replied for Hotel. Weathergard led 2-1 and 
6-1 after the first and second periods.
Meanwhile, Reading was a one-man show 
against Travelodge, scoring all four goals — one 
in the first period, another in the second and two 
in the last frame.
Pickering, Williams and Rick Vincent picked 
up two assists apiece. Dale Tweedhope scored 
both Travelodge goals.
Hotel and Travelodge faced each other last 
night (Tuesday) to determine the other finalist. 
Hotel needed either a tie or win to advance, while 
Travelodge needed a win because it had scored 
fewer goals than Hotel.
Final goes tonight at 9:40 p.m., Friday and 
Sunday (if necessary) at 10:10 p.m. at Panamora 
Leisure Centre.
VERSATILE FIBERGLASS TANKS
® Septic ® Holding ® Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
I ALPHA - -
iftnr-inna onr. nni-n 10218 Bower Bank Rd. j
I FIBERGLASS SIAFG. CO. Sidney 656-5121
QH Glidden FAMOUS Spred Satin











•Maximum Price Only Dealer May Sell For Less 
Container may be underfilled See dealer for net contents.
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Minister Bill Vander 
Zalm announced; 
Monday he has decided 
to delay any decision on 
the Hatch Point oil tank 
farm proposal pending 
completion of all en­
vironmental studies. 
North Saanich Aid. Jay 
Rangel said.
The move comes less 
than a week after Rangel 
sent Vander Zalm a 
telegram asking the 
minister to hold the 
decision in abeyance 
until all environmental 
studies are complete.
Chevron Canada has 
proposed development 
of a $10 million oil tank 
farm on 50 acres at 
Hatch Point, directly 
across from Deep Cove.
SIDNEY AUTHORIZED DEALER








Sloamox has boon provon la do a suporior cloaning job over curpol 
cloaning machinoti of our major compotilors, Our 6 jots got tho dirt other 
machinos can't roach, Clean your caipots and upholstery Iho oary, 
money-saving Sloamox way, Hourly, Doily, Wookond Ratos — And it’s as 
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Quistine wins Rotary speaking contest
Christine Harker, a 
grade 12 student at 
Claremont, successfully 
defended her school’s
supremacy in public 
speaking by winning 
first place in Sidney 
Rotary Club’s March 4
DATE; Thursday, March 26, 1981 
TIME: 12:00 Noon 
PLAGE: Silver Threads Centre 
No. 4 Centennial Square
There will be a Luncheon, the cost of which is 
$4.00. Please confirm your attendance (385-6708) 
by March 20th.
PLEASE NOTE; Any individual over the age of 18 
years or an incorporated company, having con­
tributed not less than one dollar to the 1980 United 
Way Campaign, qualifies for membership in the 
United Way of Greater Victoria and is entitled to be 


















Battery operated solid state 
digital clock indicates date 
and time in secs., min., and 
hrs. Easily mounted on 





Other participants in 
the club’s 19th annual 
Adventure in Citizenship 
night were Peggy Kemp 
and Sarah Bonner,
Stelly’s; and Anne 
Johnson, Parkland. 
Christine will spend four 
days in Ottawa spon­
sored by the Rotary club 
and will visit parliament.
Kimi’s Vacation 




These Mini-vacations present the perfect opportuni­
ty for the first time traveller to give luxury cruising a 
try. You'll enjoy all the amenities of a longer cruise
in a convenient shorter vacation.
From Vancouver to San Francisco 
or
San Francisco to Vancouver 
Southbound from June 11th 
Northbound from June 1st 
3 days & 2 nights from *349“"
(Double Occupancy)
5th & Beacon ■ Driftwood Centre
656-5561
national centres for the 
arts and sciences and 




Sarah Bonner, who 
was placed a close 
second in the contest, 







fisheries regulations is 
the subject for 
discussion in this week’s 
Close Encounter 
television phohe-in 
program hosted by 
Derek James. The show 
airs at 8 p.m. Thursday 
night and features Larry 
Duke, representing 
federal fisheries in 










ONLY ONCE IN M WHILE 
DOES A SALE LIKE THIS 
COME ALONG:
Assembly April 2 - 5 in 
Tacoma, Wash.
The annual event was 
chaired by Rotarian 
Harry Tobin. Special 
guests were English 
teachers Terry Melville, 
Chris Harker and 









The travel bug has hit Stelly’s. Last week the 
junior stage band visited Courtney with band 
leader Hilary Hawkes-Frost to perform before 
several student audiences there.
Our senior girls basketball team, having 
secured a place in the B.C. finals, spent a week 
with coach Peter Mason in Revelstoke competing 
against the best teams in B.C. At press time they 
had a 1 win, 1 loss tally.
On the weekend, a group of 16 grade 10 
students organized by John Wenman, flew off to 
Inuvik to begin a week-long exchange with 
students there. The trip is sponsored by the 
federal government’s Open House Canada 
programme.
Closer to home, grade 11 student Sarah Bonner 
spoke at Sidney Rotary Club’s public speaking 
competition last week and won a trip to Tacoma 
April to attend the Rotary Youth Leadership 
Awards Seminar.
English teacher George Kelly is sponsoring a 
series of poetry readings by local poets for his 
senior English classes. Last week P.K. Page read; 
yesterday Joe Rosenblatt, poet in the residence at 
the University of Victoria, came to Stelly’s for a 
stimulating hour.
This Saturday the Walt Disney Film Big Red 
will be shown in our multi purpose room at 2 p.m. 
This sensitive tale of a boy and his dog will cause 
all who watch it to laugh and cry, but it’s full of 
warm fuzzies. Admission is $1.25.
The potluck dinner for the Inuit exchange 
students will be held at Pauquachin Hall and 
hoste(J by members of the community and Stelly’s 
students. A previous announcement indicating 



















Drink in your car without spills or mess with 
this handy commuter cup. Insulated lor hot 
or cold beverages, Hollywood 167. |
TRACTOR LAMP
Sturdy tractor lamp with shock-free 
Steel housing in black enamel 
finish, 12v. Dominion Auto 
72-5022,
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If you're thinking of changing your oil, 
don't forget to pick up a Fram spin-on 





FOG & DRIVING 
LAMP KITS
Increase your vislhilily loi saler (Itlvitm with 
these Quart?. Hniogon log lamps or driving 
lights Irom Echo, Complntn hardware and 
InslallatlOh instiuctioiis Included. N idi Kit, 
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Bumper to Bumper Location:
Andy’s Auto Parts & Accessories 
2412 Bevan A.venue
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9A^ 4 . y J
Skirt
Mon.'lhiirs,
10 - 5:30 p.m. 
Fridays 
W - 9 p.m. 
Saturday
10 • 0 p.m. 
Sunday
11 • 5 p.m.
JONATHAN S. LTD.
MEN’S & LADIES WEAR
TRAFALGAR SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER 
BHENTWOOP BAY
652-5722
SERVING THE PENINSULA SINCE 1977
Rotary Anns
The February meeting 
of Sidney Rotary Anns 
was held at the home of 
Mrs. Edna Bowles with 
11 members present. 
Following the business 
discussion, Missie Ross, 
1980 exchange student, 
gave a slide show and 
talk.
Raffle winner for the 
evening was Mrs. Mardi 
Dobson. Refreshments 
prepared and served by 
the club’s hostess were 
enjoyed by all. The 
March 19 meeting will be 




The Saanich Porcelain 
Artists Society met Feb. 
26 at Cordova Bay Store 
with president Mrs. 
Minna Magaton in the 
chair. A show of hand 
painted china will be 
iicld in conjunction with 
Sliady Creek's UCW tea 
to be held April 25.
Mrs. 'Win Idfc will 
demonstrate porcelain 
painting, and there will 
be a Dutch auction of 
plates painted and 
donated to members. A 
percentage of the 
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North Saanich backs Westcoast plan
North Saanich council has thrown 
its support behind Westcoast 
Transmission’s proposal to bring a 
natural gas pipeline to Vancouver 
Island, despite the provincial 
government’s recent decision to 
choose the B.C. Hydro route.
Council March 2 also agreed to ask 
the Association of Vancouver Island 
Municipalities to back the Westcoast 
route.
The Westcoast route — which was 
proposed by its subsidiary Pacific 
Northern Gas — starts at Williams 
Lake in the Cariboo, runs overland 
to Powell River on the southerji 
coast, and then across to Comox on 
Vancouver Island.
The Hydro route runs from the 
Westcoast main line at Huntingdon 
in the Fraser Valley to Point Roberts, 
and then across Georgia Strait to a
point south of Nanaimo on Van­
couver Island.
Aid. Jay Rangel was the only 
opponent to the Westcoast “nor­
thern” route. He said he isn’t 
prepared to go along with “a knee- 
jerk reaction” opposing the southern 
route just because it involved B.C. 
Hydro.
He said he objects to Hydro’s 
involvement, but pointed out the
southern route is both cheaper and 
environmentally preferable.
However, Aid. Jim Cumming said 
figures released in the newspaper 
showed the southern route will cost 
$126 million compared to just $96 
million for the northern proposal.
But Rangel questioned the figures 
and added council didn’t have any 
idea what it was talking about and 
shouldn’t make any move to support
Westcoast.
But Mayor Eric Sherwood said he 
knew what the proposals entailed 
after an AVIM seminar at which 
proponents of the two routes 
presented information. He said he 
felt quite prepared to make a 
decision.
A second motion to support 
Westcoast distribution once the 
pipeline reaches Vancouver Island
was defeated. Municipal clerk Ted 
Fairs pointed out council might want 
to hear from other distribution 
companies before deciding which to 
choose.
He added the companies must pay 
the municipality for the right to 
distribute natural gas, and other 
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The Waddling Dog Inn
5’atritia Bay Highway - Rcser\ali»»ns 652-1146
It ‘spread like a hush fire’
A Canadian phenomenon
Educational palate jaded? Then 
step into the heady world of French 
immersion, where six-year-olds have 
successfully tackled the task of living 
simultaneously in two language 
worlds — French in the classroom 
and English at home.
Walk the corridors of Keating 
elementary with the school district’s 
program co-ordinator, intense, 
enthusiastic Russ Gowing, whose 
delight in what’s happening at the 
school is infectious.
Gowing is no remote academic 
adminstrating from his office — he’s 
a regular visitor at Keating, darting 
into immersion classrooms, swit­
ching rapidly to French as he throws 
out questions to tots whose pleasure 
of achievement brings its own 
rewards and is especially reflected in 
, their self-confidence.
“Listen,’ says Gowing excitedly, 
“these kids can read and speak 
French.” And they speak it more 
easily, less self-consciously than 
adults, completely at ease and 
uninhibited in the language, he says.
“You see, they believe they can. 
And of course, if you believe you 
can, you can. It’s as simple as that,” 
Gowing says.
He enjoys his frequent visits to 
classes where he sometimes reads to 
children (“I’m a teacher by instinct 
and get bored stuck in my office”) 
and praises French teachers who are 
initially divorced from the children in 
language.
“They (teachers) need to be 
sympathetic, extraordinarily patient 
— and they have to be consistent. 
They can’t be flipping suddenly into 
English. It’s a great temptation to say 
‘this is what I really mean’ but they 
can’t.
“If they do, it indicates that 
behind the French is the crutch of 
Engli.sh language.”
In both kindergarten and grade 
one classes childrens’ attention span 
is short and to maintain an ongoing 
interest and stimulus teachers 
develop a repertoire, moving swiftly 
from one thing to another, con­
stantly encouraging youngsters with 
a flow of chatter and frequently 
breaking into song — with the tots 
joining in wholeheartedly,
Teaching French in early 
elementary classes is exliau.sting for 
teachers and — initially — tires 
children. “Youngsters need to 
eoncentrate more than if they were 
learning in their own language,” 
Gowing explains. Moms report in the 
first two months children come home 
tired — a condition soon eliminated 
by familiarity with the new language.
Are immersion programs only for 
bright children? Gowing is emphatic 




Gowing joins grade 1 French immersion teacher, Maryvonne 
Henri, from France, in spirited discussion with class.
nothing to do with intelligence. 
Children with a low IQ develop as 
much fluency in French as those with 
a high IQ he says. The program 
merely mimics the process whereby 
children learned their first language.
Despite the fact that French im­
mersion programs are Canada-wide 
and to be found in every province — 
there arc some 25 pilot projects 
currently operating in B.C. — start­
up on the peninsula was strongly 
opposed at the school board level and 
only came into being after some . 
bitter battles.
Gowing dismisses charges by 
opponents the program is elitist. 
“It’s fatuous to say its’s elitist,” he 
snorts. “But il docs breed the kind of 
parent who’s prepared to do 
something for kids!”
And he li.sis the advantages 
acrucing to children enrolled in 
immersion classes. “It’s so simple. 
The two major European languages 
arc French and English. These two 
languages are closely allied and have 
the same base. Therefore, learning 
the two languages is better than 
learning one,’’
"The fact is, the child exposed to 
French immersion and denied 
English in school for the first three 
years not only speaks French in grade
4 but is better in English. The one 
language complements the other.”
He admits those reasons are 
pedagogical but smiles as he gives the 
argument the clincher. “And it’s a 
Canadian language.”
Introduction of French in kin­
dergarten is “gentle”. Children 
continue to express themselves in 
English — only the teacher speaks 
French. This experience builds up 
sufficient listening comprehension in 
French so that when academic 
content is introduced in grade 1 
children have little difficulty in 
following what is going on.
Mrs. Carol Orom, 795 Ardmore, 
whose daughter. Heather, started in 
grade I last September, says the 
child’s vocabulary “came very fast.”
She’s completely positive about the 
program, “I’m pleased, my 
daughter’s always liked the program 
— and I’ve never heard a parent or 
child say they didn’t like il.”
Mrs. Orom says the teachers arc 
“exceptional” and parents feel 
“lucky to be able to do this.”
Children in the program feel 
“accomplished and good about 
themselves”, and this adds to their 
esteem and sense of selfworth.
Neither Mrs, Orom or her husband 
are FYench-speakitig and don’t even 




French immersion was introduced into Saanich 
School District 63 in September, 1980. Some 120 
children in three kindergarten and two grade 1 
classes are totally immersed in French language for 
the entire school day.
The program is consolidated at Keating 
elementary school in Central Saanich where the 
plan is to give three year’s immersion with in­
troduction to English likely commencing in grade 
4 with 75 per cent French and 25 per cent English, 
moving to a 50-50 per cent breakdown in the two 
languages in grades 5 or 6.
Parent involvement is high ■— those who have 
chosen French immersion for their children need 
assurance that it works and parents tend to 
communicate more often with each other and 
school administrators.
Locally, an organization — Parents for French 
— regularly publishes a newsletter, organizes 
events for youngsters, shares educational in­
formation among its members, has started a 
French library book fund and generally works'to 
promote the program.
Last November it was estimated some 60,000 
elementary school-children across Canada were 
involved in immersion education — and the figure 
is rapidly escalating. Here on the peninsula the 
demand has grown so rapidly it outstrips the 
supply of French teachers. In Victoria, programs 
in three schools are growing so fast it’s expected an 
additional two classes will be added this Sep­
tember.
Surprisingly, the majority of parents who 
support the program don’t speak French.
“Heather does and we have no idea 
what she is saying.”
Mrs. Orom chose the program for 
her child because she believes it 
“would enrich her. And if it’s there 
it’s a crime not to take advantage of 
it.”
As well, learning French gives 
youngsters a better idea of their own 
language and will likely open up 
future jobs, she says. She likes the 
idea of the way it will expose Heather 
to another culture, more literature 
and different people.
So far, everything is sweetness and 
light as French immersion gathers 
momentum on the peninsula. Well, 
almost. It’s increasing popularity — 
here as well as elsewhere in Canada 
— has led to a dearth of good French 
teachers and Gowing says Saanich 
school district is feeling the pinch.
But he’s coping, and initiatives 
taken by universities some three years 
ago to meet the situation will be 
paying off soon, he points out.
Meanwhile, he advertises locally and 
.word drifts through by word of 
mouth to Other provinces. V 
More French teachers will be 
needed when youngsters in im­
mersion programs graduate from 
Keating elementary to the three local 
middle schools, — Mount Newton,
North Saanich and Royal Oak, “but 
we’ve got plenty of time to find 
them,” Gowing says.
The only other problem that might 
have emerged — but has never been 
allowed to rear its ugly head— is a 
possible threat to other classes, which 
could become depleted if popular 
immersion classes “creamed off” 
youngsters,
Gowing says the ratio of French lo 
English instruction must never ex­
ceed 50 per cent in a school. If il does 
it immediately becomes a French 
school and French must never crowd 
English students out of their at­
tendance area, he warned.
It simply doesn’t happen, and the 
school district makes sure of that.
French immcr.sion must never 
become a threat. Happily, Gowing 
says, there has been no “backlash” 
from parents whose children are not 
enrolled in immersion classes.
riiere is one factor in the French 
immersion scheme which makes 
Gowing’s eyes light up, which excites 
and exhilarates him.
French immersion is cxclu.sivcly a 
Canadian phenomenon, one that has 
"spread like a bush fire” right across 
Canada, he says.
“In the past, most of our country’s 
educational philosophy has come 
from the south with California 
selling the trend.
“But this is ours, this is 
Canadian!” hyse Cote, from Quebec, Instructs youngsters.
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Shoreline Junior secondary students hike up West Saanich Hoad en route to Swartz Hay and 
ferry to Pender Island. Group was part of outdoor education class on weekend outing and 
enjoyed sunny trip through ipdet peninsula hackroads.
A Queen Charlotte City coroner 
March 4 ruled the death of a44-ycar- 
old B.C. ferry .second engineer from 
Sidney was accidental, but raised 
tiucstions about safety procedures 
aboard ocean vessels.
The body of David Thomas 
Rodgers, 995H Swiftsure Flace, was 
fountl Feb, 8 crushed in a wulcrtighl 
doorway to the engine room of the 
ferry Queen of Prince Rupert two 
liours al ter ilie ship sailed south from 
Prince Rupert.
Death was due to "asphyxiation 
due tn comprci'ilnn ofthe rh^*'.)” and 
was accidental, said coroner Bruno 
Lewinski, who held the inquiry 
aboard the ferry while il was berth at 
Skidegate.
There was no explanation as to 
how the experienced seaman became
caught in the door and no evidence of 
mechanical malfunction.
The watertight door,s shut 
automatically with a pressure of 
1,000 pounds per square inch, but 
they lake five seconds to open and 
five seconds more to close — enough 
lime lo pass through safely, the 
inque.st was told.
l.cwinski said the testimony of 
Capi, Arnold Ryles, in command of 
the Queen of Prince Rupert, showed 
that all watcnight doons are closed 
from the bridge when a ship leaves 
port and they were clo'icd 'vhen the 
ferry sailed.
After sailing, warning lights on the 
bridge were turned off becau.se tlicy 
created too much glare, l.cwinski 
said. Had they been functioning, a 
red light would have shown the door
to the engine room was improperly 
closed and Rodgers might have been 
found at the moment the accident 
occureil.
lx‘winskl .said Ryles testified the 
lights were seldom used and had been 
turned off due to poor visibility. The 
accident occured during daylight.
Other tc,siimony showed the door 
in question had malfunctioned two 
days before, but tlie cause was found 
to be din in lltc runners on wltich the 
door slides.
Richard Oliphant, of the marine 
CiK.ualiy uivc..iig.uiuii bi until of the 
ministry of transport, said such 
accklents on ocean-going vessels arc 
frequent and usually fatal.
He .said it ts not possible to 
redesign the doors lo make them less 
hazardous because of their purpose,







Admission 25 cents 
RESERVATIONS
SAHSGHA HALL 656-5316
French storytime programs for children aged 
three to seven years is being offered at Brentwood 
library, 7179 West Saanich Road. To pre-register 
for the free programs call 652-2013.
Members of Peninsula Eagles midget hockey 
club will be washing cars March 14 at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. The club is trying to raise money 
for a trip to a Winnipeg hockey tournament.
Camosun College has more than 70 sessions of 
mini courses on a complete range of topics, half­
day and full-day activities at both Interurban and 
Lansdown campuses. Brochure available at 
Lansdowne or Carey Road campus.
Victoria’s Jaycees and Jaycettes plan an all day 
car wash at Beaver gas station by Mayfair Mall
Pliarmacaiie^s for yoii.
You can be reimbursed 
80% of your prescription 
expenses over $100 if you file 
a Universal Pbarmacare 
Claim Form 
, by March 31st, 1981
All individuals or families registered with 
the Medical Services Plan of British Columbia are 
eligible to claim an 80% refund on expenses for 
insured benefits over $100 spent between January 
1st, 1980 and December 31st, 1980. Benefits of 
the Pharmacare plan include most drug prescrip- 
rions, ostomy supplies, designated permanent 
prosthetic appliances, and syringes for diabetics. 
Over-the-counter drugs cannot be included.
To claim for your reimbursement, total 
your official Pharmacare receipts for prescribed 
benefits as listed above: if they add up to over 
$100 for you and your dependents, you should 
file a claim. Claim Forms are available at your 
pharmacy. Fill out a Claim Form, attach the 




IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 
THE OPENING OF HER LAW OFFICE 
AT
103 - 2495 BEACON AVENUE 





m are over 65, or an 
income assistance recipient, 
you do not have to 
submit a claim form.
You are already receiving fully-paid 
benefits.Tburists, transients and visitors 
to British Columbia are not eligible to 
claim; neither are people receiving 
fully-paid drug and medical benefits 
firom a union or employer-sponsored 
plan, or from D.V A., D.I.A., Workers’ 
Compensation or Home Care.
If you have any questions, 
ask a pharmacist. They know all 
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If tax time puts you in| 
the squeeze, remem-[ 
ber, last year the 
trained specialists 
at H&R Block took 
the pressure off for 
over three-quarters 
of a million Cana­
dians by preparing 
accurate income tax returns at an average cost 
of only $17.75. That's a good return for the 
money. And a lot less pressure.
This year be sure.
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS
H&R BLOCit
We can help you with 
B.C. Tax Credits.
A4 Marina Court 
9843 • 2nd St.
Sidney Ph. 856-2411
Open; Mon.-Fri, 9:00 a.m. to 6;00 p.m. 




March 14. Cost $1, proceeds to Timmy’s Camp 
Shawnigan Telethon.
Sidney Film Association presents The Ipcress 
File at 8 p.m. Saturday at Sidney elementary 
school. For more information call 656-1347 or 
656-6992.
Peninsula Singers a newly formed mixed choir, 
needs male singers, tenor or bass. The singers 
meet Tuesday nights at 7:30 p.m. in the Royal 
Canadian Legion Hall on Mills Road. For more 
information call 656-6880 or 652-5680.
The Victoria Chapter of the International 
Association of Cancer Victors and Friends 
regular monthly meeting will be held tonight at 
7:30 p.m. in the senior citizen’s hall, Fairfield 
Road.
Victoria school board member Carole Pickup is 
guest speaker at a meeting of the Victoria 
Business and Professional Women’s Club to be 
held at 6:30 p.m. March 18 at the Imperial Inn. 
For reservations call 477-2691.
Annual meeting of the Victoria branch of the 
B.C. SPCA will be held at 8 p.m. March 13 at the 
B.C. Maritime Museum in Bastion Square. 
Members only, but new members accepted at the 
door.
Sidney Teen Activity Group (STAG) plans a ski 
trip March 14 and 15 to Mount Washington. 
Other activities on the club’s agenda:
« Tonight — rap session on drugs in general 
with a guest speaker from the B.C. Drug and 
Alcohol Commission, and a film showing Angel 
Dust. At the clubhouse, 7 - 9:30 p. m.
» Cleanup of Curteis Road in North Saanich 
March 21. All volunteers meet 11 a.m. at the 
clubl]Ouse.
a Next four sessions in the Alcohol Awareness 
program begin on Salt Spring Island March 10, 
12, 17, 19. In Sidney — March 23, 25, 30 and 
April 1. Anyone interested, please contact Chris 
or Camille at 656-0134.
® STAG has a fridge for sale at $30 — phone 
656-0134 and ask for Camille.
Seniors [aged 60 or over] new to Sidney? Don’t 
know anyone? Silver Threads centre offers 
classes, activities and a warm welcome. Drop in to 
10030 Resthaven or call us at 656-5537.
Sidney Days Festival Society plans a general 
meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Sanscha Hall. 
New members needed, everyone welcome.
The Good Shepherd Shelter Foundation will be 
holding a fund raising sale at the flea market, 
Sanscha Hall March 15. Donations of good, 
saleable articles will be appreciated and picked 
up. Phone 656-6583 or 656-6594.
Island Cat Fanciers is holding its 10th annual 
show at the Home Achievement Centre, 813 
Darwin, Victoria, on April 12 from 1 p.m. to 5 
p.m.
The Peninsula Figure Skating Club is holding a 
spring carnival at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 
12 at the Panorama Leisure Centre. Admission: 
donation at the door.
The monthly meeting of Sidney-North Saanich 
Garden Club will be held at 7:30 p.m. Monday in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. 
Guest speaker John Folkerts will talk about 
nursery work. Visitors welcome, refreshments.
Sidney-North Saanich chamber of commerce 
invites members to a dinner meeting to be held 
March 19 at the Institute of Ocean Science, 9860 
West Saanich Road. Cocktails 6:30 p.m., dinner 7 
p.m. Tickets $8 from Sidney Tire Ltd. and 
Pauline’s Handicrafts, The evening includes 





SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 
SAANICH
SUPERVISING STENOGRAPHER, 
SECONDARY SCHOOL, SAANICH PENINSULA:
Applications are Invited from suitably qualllied persons for the posi­
tion of Clerk IV (Supervising Stenographer), 7 hours per day, 11 
months per year, Requlromonts; to supervise an office employing 
one or more employees and generally (unction as senior 
stenographer to the School Principal and teaching slaft, Typing 60 
words per minute, shorthand 80 words per minute and bookkeep­
ing training are minimum requirements. Salary range 1980; 
$1,085,00 per month to $1,183.00, plus January 1st increase, 
presently being negotiated,
Application forms are available from the School Board Office, 9751 
Third Street, Sidney, (3.C, telephone 656-1111, Closing date is 12 
o'clock noon. Triday, March 13, 1081,
R.S. Ingram, Secretary-Treasurer 




Mrs. D.H. Armour, 6505 Oldfield Road, has 
returned from two-week holiday in Hawaii.
J.T. McKevitt, 6794 Woodward Drive, enjoyed 
a week’s holiday visiting relatives in the Calgary 
area.
Mr. L.S. Hoddinott, 625 Birch Road, has 
returned from a six-week holiday in New Zealand 
where he stayed with his two sisters in Keri Keri 
and with his brother and sister-in-law in Cam­
bridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Boyd have returned to their 
home, 9597 Lapwing Place, after visiting friends 
and relatives in Winnipeg for two weeks.
Miss Pat Atkinson of Blue Heron Road and her 
sister. Miss Heather Atkinson of Victoria enjoyed 
a week’s holiday with their cousins in Fort Smith, 
North West Territories.
Jean and Alan Ferguson returned to their home 
at 939 Sluggett Road recently after enjoying a 
month’s holiday in Hawaii.
Also enjoying a two-week holiday in Hawaii 
were Mr. and Mrs. James Verhagen, 2551 
Rodolph Road.
Mrs. Dorothy Ralston from Edmonton enjoyed 
a two-week holiday with her sister and brother-in- 
law, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Foster, 2487 Mount 
St. Michael Drive.
Bill Shaw was among other Edmonton visitors 
who spent a few days’ holiday with Mr. and Mrs. 
George McPherson, Tower Apartments, Verdier 
Avenue; and also the McPherson’s niece and her 
husband, Bob and Leslie Wilson, who enjoyed a 
week’s visit.
Mrs. Lome Thomson of 6996 West Saanich 
Road, her son and daughter-in-law, Mrs. and 
Mrs. Ken Thomson, and her daughter and son-in- 
law, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh MacDonald, enjoyed a 
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Breakwater endorsed
North Saanich council 
has unanimously en­
dorsed Sidney’s request 
for Capital Regional
Edwin B. Kirkness, 
10119 - 3rd Street,
Sidney, died Feb. 27 
aged 89. Born in the 
Orkney Islands, 
Scotland, Kirkness came 
to Canada as a young 
man and settled on 
Texada Island. Later he 
moved to Sidney and 
was employed at Sidney 
Lumber Company.
. After the mill closed 
Kirkness worked as a 
caretaker of Gooch 
Island. One of his duties 
was to visit Sidney
Rotarians 
aid blind
Some 40 • people — 
totally or nearly blind — 
will have their eyesight 
restored, thanks to a 
Sidney Rotary donation 
of $1,050 to Operation 
Eyesight, a Calgary- 
based organization 
which sends teams into 
Africa, Asia and South 
America on a massive 
prevention of blindness 
project.
The drive to provide 
sight for the curable 
blind began with Dr. 
Ben Gullison, a 
legendary Canadian 
medical missionary who 
walked the shores of 
India with his wife, 
Evelyn, restoring sight 
to tens of thousands for 
40 years.
The sum of $25 covers 
the operation on two 
ealaract blinded eyes, 
ittcluding glasses, 
Contributions may be 
seat to Operation 
Eyesight Universal, Box 
123. Calgary, Alberta, 
T2P2H6.
several times each week 
to pick up mail and 
supplies — in the winter 
this was quite a journey 
through rough seas but 
“Ed always made it”, 
lifelong friends of the 
popular, • friendly man 
said Friday.
When the island was 
sold Kirkness moved 
back to Sidney and built 
a house on 3rd Street 
where he lived until his 
death. He was a staunch 
member of Silver 
Threads and a familiar 
figure at the centre of 
Resthaven Drive. He 




Top Saleswoman for tl 
month of February 
The management of Montreal 
Trust Company congratulates 
Annette Walls for her 
outstanding performance in 
achieving top Real Estate 
sales for the month of 
February In our Sidney office. 
For conscientious service of 
your Real Estate needs give 
Annette a call today.
Montreal Trust Co. 
656-3924
District help with the 
proposed breakwater- 
harbor.
Council March 2 
noted the breakwater 
will “bring immense 
benefits to the Captial 
Region.” It added the
peninsula in particular 
will benefit from the 
revitalization of Sidney’s 
downtown core “in 
terms of additional 
commercial facilities 
resulting from a major 
breakwater project.”
FENCING LTD.
All kinds of fencing — 
residential. commercial, 
farm.
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"













Lann Copeland Music Centre





Chef's Soup of the Day 
or
Sunshine Salad












11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip of beef 






"Stay with us —
30 Beautifully Appointed Tudor Rooms"
2476 Mt. Newton X Rood 652-1 146







As a mechanic, you know the 
nuts and holts of good form. 
AskAi.
He fills out the UI Record of Employment 
perfectly every time 
an employee parts company.
When you’re in good eonipany, stay in good form.
A1 takes care of personnel and finance matters for a busy 
mid-town service station. And he knows that one of his 
responsibilities is to fill out a Ul Record of Employment 
form every time an employee has an interruption in 
earnings. He knows that if he doesn’t get it right the first 
lime, he may have to do it again. So .M took the time to get 
the booklet “How to Complete the Record of Employment” 
from his nearby Canada Employment Centre.
Leaving in good form.
The Record of Employment is one way we can make sure no 
one gels short-changed and no one gets overpaid. This saves lime and money for 
everyone involved. A1 found out that the most common mistake is in reporting the 
“Insurable Earnings”. Insurable earnings are not necessarily the same as payroll 
earnings. Because A1 fills out the ROE accurately, ex-employees don’t have to come 
back to him I'or changes. And neither do we.
It’s just good business lo be in good form.
.^t Unemployment Insurance, we process about 4,000,000 Records of Employment 
every year. Last year, employer mistakes in filling out the form cost at least $l'25,000,000 
in overpayments. Plus the cost of recovering those overpayments and penalizing or 
prosecuting.













I Re con! of 
Emplojment
It’s just good business form.
STORE HOURSs 
DAILY 8;30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRi. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Iff
V D
__ Home of SUPER savings!
iji” I RICES EFFECTIVE: in Downtown Sidney 
^ iSAR. II 12, 13 & 14 Across from Sidney Hotel
' ' ’ ’ WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PESINSUIA FOR 15 YEARS
CANADA
ORADE A ^ ^ --y X
BEEF SftLE ^
SIRLOIH STEAKS J!®®
WING STEAKS 1. 2®®
T-BONE STEAKS 1. 2*®
PORTERHOUSE STEAKS . 2®®
STRIPLOIN
HEW YORK STEAKS 1. 3®®
SIRLOIN TIP STEAKS i. 2®®
EVE OF ROUNDS’". . . . . . . . . . . . . i.,2®®
SHELLBONE RUMP ROASTS i. 2®®
BARON OF BEEF
I Bottom, Round 4|39
or Rump. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. Ib. ^
TOP ROUND
ROAST...,.,.„..i.,2®®
FRESH LEAN GROUND BEEF i. ^®
GROUND BEEF r,«., N.i.r
COFFEEMATE J
DOLE Packed in own juice
PINEAPPLE 10., W
PEEK FREAN 600g
















FLORIDA 48’s m A ^
GRAPEFRUIT... .....4r.»dS


























72’;,, SUNRVPE Sweet or tart
MAXWELL HOUSE MASTER BLEND
COFFEE llb.pltg .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHERRY 
PIE FILLINO 2A oz. jtr,
229
Emits MEAT SPECIALS
No. 1 SIDE BACON soog.. . . . . . .
BREAKFAST SAUSAGE soog. . . .......... .. 1'*®
VINTAGE HAM (b.kM .... ib. 1®®
SLICED COOKED HAM mg...... .99^
SAUSAGE STICKS snog. . . . .  . . . . . .
BULK BBQWEINERS.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .ib.99'
WEINERS 1 lb. pkg..  . . . . . . . . . . 1*®
COIL GARLIC RING SAUSAGE .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ib. F®
4 STAR Packed in Grape Juice ^ ft
SLICED PEACHES ub. dll
QUICK AS A WINK HUftPIE CRUST MIX >.. 89




SCOTT "TileWAX PAPER REFILL 100.. O
CHEFBOYARDEE ||PPIZZA ilXEBmlLPack...... . . . . . . . . ..F^
JUBILEE A Aft
LUNCHEON MEAT j2oz.'ti„ J9
RED LABEL A Aft
GARBAGE BAGS jo’B... ....89
SUNLIGHT
IETEIGENTcl. . . . . . . . . . . . .
ELECTiASOL
AUTOMATIC DISHiVASH. DETERGENT .. . . . . . . . . . .
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Pi Heritage trees
The Victoria Hor­
ticultural Society — 
under its Heritage Tree 
Project — has 
designated “heritage” a 
number of trees on the 
Saanich Peninsula.
: A salix scouleriana 
(scouler willow) is 
owned by the Seventh 
Day Adventist Church at 
10471 Resthaven Drive. 
This tree is rated an 
“outstanding specimen” 
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NOTICE is hereby given that the submission of the 
question to the electors on the subject of proposed 
expansion to the Panorama Leisure Centre has been 
withdrawn by the Councils upon request by the 
Peninsula Recreation Commission.
There will NOT be a poll taken on Saturday, March 
21st, 1981, as previously advertised and all ad­




by the Peninsula Minor Hockey Assoc, for 
the 1980-81 season.
Coaches " Assistant Coaches • fl^anagere " 
Divisional Manager « Commissioners « Ice 
Manager • Head Coach " Registrar •
Application forms available 656-6443
ANNUAL
MEETING
to be held April 22 to elect executive; Nominations 
for President • .Vice President ;": Secretary 
"Treasurer "Directors. '
or 656-2302Cali 656-3607 656-3896
A kilmarnock willow 
(female) Brethour 
Cemetery on Canora 
Road makes class A,B,C 
and D and is described 
as “rare, historical” and 
an outstanding 
specimen.
Other heritage trees in 
the cemetery are a 
camperdown elm, 
cutleaf silver maple, 
pyramidal aborvitae, 
lilac, Portugal laurel- 
cherry and English 
hawthorn.
' .......................... 's' •".vr: .......................





The Old Age Pensioner’s 
Association (OAPO) — what is it all 
about? What does it do?
These questions vyere addressed by 
Mrs. Edith Smith, a member of the 
OAPO Sidney branch and a 
representative of the provincial 
council, when she spoke at a March 5 
meeting.
Before World War I there had been a great 
influx of settlers, taking up homesteads on the 
prairies and living very often in,wretched 
conditions in makeshift shacks. Most were 
young, single men, but some brought wives 
and children.
After spending their small savings on 
putting together a home, stables, horses or 
oxen, and feed for their animals and them­
selves, they had very little left to face the 
rigours of winter. Some, it is said, slept with 
their livestock for warmth. A few returned to 
Europe — mostly to the British Isles — but the 
majority lacked means to return and had' to 
tough out the time it took to break the prairie 
sod and to bring in their first crop.
After the war there was much readjustment 
to do as the men returned. Some were disabled 
physically or mentally and unable to work
normally and were granted small pensions.
Provincial and federal Governments were 
urged by business and professional men to 
arrange some sort of pension for desititute 
persons over 70 years of age. MPs like 
Woodward and Heaps had called for not only 
old age pensions (which Britian had insitituted 
as early as 1911, they noted) but unem­
ployment benefits also, and exacted a promise 
from McKenzie King that he would support 
both proposals.
This was in 1925. The bill for the old age 
pension passed in the Commons but was 
defeated in the Senate, but persons over 70 
were given $20 a month if they applied and 
passed a means test.
N-^t until St. Laurent came to power was the 
pension given to all who passed their 70th 
birthday. (St. Laurent, gentleman that he was, 
took the pension himself to remove the stigma 
of “charity”.)
MacKenzie King promised Senate reform 
and was re-elected with this promise, but 
quickly forgot his promises regarding pensions 
and unemployment insurance. Had he in­
stituted the latter in 1926 a fund would have 
been built up that would have been able, in 
part, to cope with the desparate needs of the 
“dirty 30’s.”
Woodward has been called “the father of
the Old Age Pension,” but actually it was the 
effort of thinking men in both politics and 
business that brought about and improved the 
pension, making it available at first to British 
subjects aged 70 who had been in Canada for 
20 years.
The Old Age Pensioners Organization was 
founded not by old people but for old people 
by concerned leaders in all walks of life, to 
make sure that no one in this.rich land was 
denied basic comforts. We are grateful to 
them. When the branches of the organization 
were formed, membership was, and still is, 
open to all persons of whatever age who share 
this concern.
Our branch works for those pensioners who 
are living in poverty, who had been unable to 
put by enough to supplement their pensions.
There are other organizations offering social 
events and leisure-time activities to the elderly, 
but the OAPO is the one that fights for their 
rights.
One of the practical ways in which the 
Sidney branch of OAPO serves the community 
is in maintaining a store of sickroom supplies 
to lend to those in need. A wheelchair has 
recently been added to the stock.
To contribute to the stock, or to borrow 





Man jailed for robbery, violence
A 19-year-old Central Saanich youth found 
guilty of robbery with violence in an incident at 
his parents’ home Sept. 29 was sentenced to two 
years less a day in Victoria county court recently.
Judge E.J.C. Stewart handed down the sen­
tence so Harold William Michael Wright could 
serve it in a provincial jail instead of a federal 
penitentiary.
However, Wright’s lawyer Suzanne Paterson 
told the court she thought the penitentiary offered 
more of a chance of education and rehabilitation 
for her client.
Previously, Jonathan Kenneth Lawrence 
Alward, 28, pleaded guilty in provincial court to 
the same charge and to possession of a weapon. 
He was sentenced to a total of six years in prison.
SIDNEY S NORTH SAANICH 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE




Institute of Ocean Sciences
9860 W. Saanich Road.
Cocktails 6:30
Progrann includes slides and a mini tour of the 
building. :
7^8.00 per person
Tickets available at Sidney Tire Ltd. or Pauline's 
Handicrafts.^^^^^^^
Wright was found guilty at an earlier trial, but 
sentencing was delayed until a probation officer’s 
report could be obtained.
Crown counsel Peter Birkett said he could only 
concur with the probation report that something 
less than penitentiary would be appropriate, 
having regard for the nature of the offence and 
recent history of the accused.
But Paterson said she was confused about what 
to suggest or how to explain Wright’s behavior. If 
the sentence were more than a year Wright would 
have more chance of rehabilitation in a federal 
institution because of the greater opportunities to 
be found there, she said.
She suggested an alternative would be the New 
Haven facility or a work camp operated by the 
provincial system.
Stewart agreed with the probation report, that 
putting Wright in a penitentiary would place him 
with generally older, more hardened offenders.
He said he found no explanation for Wright’s 
behavior, except perhaps immaturity.
“You’ve reached the age when you are ac-. 
countable for your actions. Society requires it,”
• he said.'
Stewart recommended selection authorities give 
consideration to offering Wright an opportunity 
to attend a rehabilitation program at New Haven 
or a work camp.
Rezoning
approved
Sidney council has 
approved in principle 
the rezoning of a 16,000 
square foot parcel of 
land located on Henry 
Avenue near Fifth from 
“A” residential to “B3” 
multiple residential.
The rezoning ap­
plication comes from 
Larry Eigood who is 
proposing four two- 
bedroom units and one 
one-bedroom unit to be 
built in the townhouse 
style.
The proposal complies 
with the community plan 
and substantially 
complies with all other 
aspects of the zoning by­
law, says Mayor Norma 
Sealey.
Council moved 
Monday the plan be 
accepted provided the 
builder takes out a 
development permit to 
correct minor problems
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Pisces
makes
Fence to keep ‘old widows out”
history
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey [second left] and North Saanich Mayor Eric 
Sherwood [far right] are introduced to lower Island's first 24-hour, seven-days-a- 
week automated teller machine at Sidney's Saanich Peninsula Savings Credit 
Union. Teaching mayors to use new machine are acting branch manager Bev 
Haggett and credit union president Joe Lott. Machine allows deposits, with­
drawals, loan payments and account balance enquiries — all without fiiling out 
any forms. Credit union members are issued a special card to operate machine 
and there are about 1,000peninsula members using machine now.
The 12-ton research 
submersible Pisces IV, 
based at the Pat Bay 
Institute of Ocean 
Sciences, completed its 
1,000th dive Monday — 
only the second sub­
mersible to ever reach 
the 1,000 plateau.
The historic dive was 
made in a special 
ceremony and followed 
by a celebration and 
media tour.
Designed and built in 
1972 by International 
Hydrodynamics of 
North Vancouver, Pisces 
is one of the few manned 
submersibles capable of 
deep-sea dives in the 
range of 2,000 metres.
Sidney council will 
take another look at the 
standard for fencing in 
the muicipality 
following a retired 
resident’s request to 
build a four-foot fence 
to keep his dog con­
tained.
Robert Kerr, 9841 
Resthaven, told council 
in a letter read Monday
night that he needs the 
large fence because, “1 
am now an old wet of 77 
years and 1 need the 
fence to keep the dog at 
home and to keep the 
old widows out for 1 am 
still a bachelor.”
Current regulations 
call for a maximum of 
three feet.
‘‘He is trying to ac­
commodate us on one 
hand,” said Mayor 
Norma Sealey in 
reference to Sidney’s 
stringent dog by-laws.
‘‘and is being shot down 
on the other.”
The matter was referred 







operations in the open 
sea — particularly 
launch and recovery 
from the mothercraft — 
call for a high degree of 
coordination between 
crews in the mothership 
and the submersible.
ROLLAMIX ... the Quiet Revolution in Concrete 
Mixing, as seen on TV. Simply LOAD . . . ROLL 
about 2 minutes to tumble-mix, ending at your 
Work-point . . . then TIP or TROWEL out. No 
Motor. No Wheelbarrow No Bachahe . . . and Only 
$125.00. Also mixes fertilizer, compost, seed, 
feed, etc. At Beaver Lumber, Hillside, Bucker- 
tield’s, Luniberworld, Van Isle Stone & Masonry 
... or call
COX IMPORTS LTD., 477-3250
GODFREY WALLS
John Bruce of Realty World® Sidney Realty Ltd. is 
pleased to announce that Godfrey Walls has joined 
our growing team of Real Estate professionals. He 
has been a resident of Sidney for eleven years and 
during this time has helped many peninsula people 
with their Real Estate needs. For superior service, 
advice or a complimentary market evaluation, call 
Godfrey at 656-3928 or 656-4891.
r
eyed for schools
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
B.C.’s new educational television channel. 
Knowledge Network, could be available on the 
peninsula soon —- thanks to Saanich school 
board, Camosun College and Saanich 
Cablevision.
Those three groups are examining sharing the 
cost of installing a satellite dish at Saanich 
Cablevision to beam the provincial government 
educational channel to area residents, as well as 
schools and the Sidney campus of Camosun 
College.
But there’s a hitch. All three groups are looking 
for some provincial government assistance to 




it will not provide financial assistance to Saanich 
Cablevision — a private operator.
The government suggested the channel would 
be an additional service for Saanich subscribers 
and either the system or subscribers should be 
responsible for funding.
However, board chairman Gerry Kristiansen 
pointed out assistance had been given Victoria 
Cablevision for its dish to beam the Knowledge 
Network, and now all Saanich district schools 
south of Tanner Road can pick it up.
He said the government has offered to install 
individual dishes on each school rooftop, but 
such a move is both inconvenient for the general 
public and more expensive than the single dish 
operated by Saanich Cablevision.
Saanich Cablevision agreed to pay some of the 
costs, but is looking for some help. Talks will 
continue with provincial government and the 
three local groups.
In other school board news:
•The B.C., Development Corp. told school 
’boafd'the new Trident aircraft building off/Mills 
Road is unavailable for school use. The school 
board asked BCDC for a lease to use the empty 
building for its industrial education classes.
But BCDC said it was granted a lease to the 
land by the highways ministry on the condition 
the land be used for an aircraft-oriented industry.
Dives are made frbm 
the mothership Pandora 
11 — an ice-strengthened 
vessel designed 
specifically to support 
oceanographic and 
hydrographic programs 
in the Arctic, as well as 
off Pacific and Atlantic 
coasts.
Pisces’ inshore work is 
carried out from the 
barge Pender, specially 
constructed to serve as 
living quarters for crew 
and scientists as well as a 
floating garage for the 
submersible.
Pisces is used by 
government and 
university scientists for a 
variety of oceanographic 
and hydrographic 
programs, including 
studying marine life in 
cliff communities of the 
inlets and fjords of 
B.C.; studying plankton - 
po pu lati on and 
distribution in Saanich 
Inlet; ocean turbulence 
studies; and in­
vestigation for proposed 
undersea cable routes.
North Saanich council March 2 blasted B.C. 
Hydro for, ‘‘poor response” to an emergency 
during a recent storm. Fire chief Ron Rogers told 
council a power line fell and flashed on the 
ground along Chalet Road at the height of the 
storm, but Hydro didn’t show up to fix the line 
for several hours after they had been called.
Council agreed to write a letter to the crown 
corporation noting the complaint.
Meanwhile, public works committee chairman 
Aid. Jay Rangel said he is concerned contract 
crews operating for Hydro ‘‘.seem to be clearing 
brush as well as trimming and cutting trees along 
what appears to be municipal rights-of-way.
‘‘To my knowledge this activity has not been 
discu.ssed with municipal .staff and is apparently 
unilateral action on Hydro’s part,” Rangel noted 
in a memorandum to council,
He said in some cases dead trees that were not a 
hazard to power lines were cut down — a direct 
contravention of council policy,
He asked Mayor Eric Sherwood to bring the 
issue to Hydro's attention and ask the cor­
poration to consult with local officials before 
going ahead in future with similar projects.
Museum
renamed
T h e Mariner’s 
Museum owners and 
operators have an­
nounced their intention 
to change the name of 
the museum soon to the 
Sidney Maritime 
Museum. Ken and 
Francine Zmuda, who 
operate the business at 
2554 Bevan, said the 
change was being made 
following the emergence 
of a new and more 
positive tone in Sidney.
VOLUHTEERS
NEEBEB!
Sidney & North Saanich unit of the 
Canadian Cancer Society needs 
volunteers tor
Various Committee Projects 
also
Captains & Canvassers 
for April campaign
Please call Barbara l^athews 
at 656-2691
Residents don’t
Residents of Sidney 
told council Monday 
night they don’t vvnni a 
steel structure to house 
the proposed new library 
on the site of the town's 
former lHcro,s,se court.
In a letter sent to 
council, • Adrian Bat- 
terbury and Odcan l-ong 
wrote: ‘‘u well-designed, 
wooden building would 
serve to blot out the 
rather tacky apartment 
complex to the cast, 
would in no way detract 
from cither the Silver 
Threads' building or the 
rose garden, and could 
also be a source of 
pride."
"If it costs a little 
more, then so be it," 
they cutitUidt-d,
The letter came after a 
suggestion several weeks 
ago from North Saanich 
council that the complex 
be constructed of pre­
fab steel.
Aid, Ross Martin
suggested the letter be 
“embossed in gold and 
sent to North .Saanich 
couitcil,"
It's never too 
late to transfer 
your RUSE
TAX TIP
OF THE WEEK 
0, I am a housowilo who 
earns extra money by 
baby-sitting children 
while their mothers are 
working. Do I have to (lie 
a lax roturn to roporl Iho 
baby-sitting Iocs? ■
A, II you are taxable, yes 
you do. Even in the nveni 
ihai you aio not taxable, 
your net income incxccos 
of $4R0 would he used to 
decrease your exemption 
on your husband's tax
iLUifl'i,
Marina Court m% ■ Jnd Streat
Ydu 1 an still iransicr iitlor lh(! Mitrth “al 
inti (li'.Kilmc., I iiinstcis arc easy, Come 
in to .mv hr,UK It, we'll do il for you, and 
we'll pay you ioleresi (rorn the flay wo 
retcive your plan, If you aren't getting all 
these advaniages Iransler lo the riglil KRSP,
Kales that ate very <ontpelilive, i ah. ulaled daily and 
f oniftoundeil semi-annually to improve yield. (Yiehi 
IT.Oi'M) Kales O'vievved monthly. They remain 
((un()elilivt‘.
No 1 ees ol any kind that will reduce your (‘arnlngs. 
Wi)h(lr,uvahle anylime should you need Ihi; money.
Term Option Irom 1 5 yrtars is avallabh'. You can guar.mte(,‘ 
vour inlmesl rale for a longer term and g(U lh(* hertefils 
of annual (omptniodlng, (Kales on request,)
saankli
credit sssiton
HftR BLOCK. . . . . . .. . . . . . ... iipi|(BiMm—









Manning Press (604) 656-0171
9825 - 3rd Street,
P.O. Box 2608 Sidney, 
British Columbia
WELeOiViE TO
9843 - 2nd Street
HOME OF:
SIDNEY FIREPLACE DECORATORS DEN WARD, PARKER & ASSOC.
WILLIE’S BARBERSHOP H&R BLOCK KEY’S BOOGIE CENTRE
MASTER SCISSORS COTSWOLO DRYCLEANERS CENTURION PROPERTIES
AMPLE PARKING
YOUR PROFESSIONAL 
BA RBER & HAIR-STYLIST
EXPCflIENCKO IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSIYLING 





Paint & Wallpaper 
Matcliing Fabrics
- Sales & Service -




rSPECIAL ON ALL PERMsl 
I UNTIL MARCH .list, 198t |
SPECIAL ON ALL
.
I Please Note - our plione it not yet connected.
HftRBLOCIf
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS 
Ph. 656-2411
Open: Mon,-Fri, 9:00 a.m, to 6:00 p.m. 






(Folk, Classical & Rock) s'j 
ALSO
DULCIMER, BASS >.| 
DRUMS OR PIANO
For appointments, Phone Blanch at 6S6-4773 
eves 656-4773.
Ward, Parker & Assoc.
SHIP & YACHT BROKERS
Marina Court 












MARCH n • 18th
ONE COMMEftmL SPACE 
STILL AVmBLE
Mon, • Fri, 9 a.m. * .5 p.m.
Sat, 10 8,m. - 5 p.m.
I’HlIiVfjim Kdv
XHMiHItliY 656.2542'!




















MATURE. RESPONSIBLE PERSON to 
core for three well-behaved school 
aged children. Some light 
housekeeping; April 20th - July 31st. 





EXPERIENCED COOK required. Apply 
in person 2 - 4 p.m., Scondia 
Restaurant, 2359 Beacon Avenue. 
Sidney.2600-10
SIDNEY EXCLUSIVE 
Cathedral entrance 2 B.R. 
up 2 B.R. down with L 
shaped living and dining. 
Set on 60x120 lot this home 




Marina on your doorstep. 
One bedroom con­
dominium with approx. 780 
sq. ft. Drapes, fridge, 
stove, and W/W carpets. 
$45,000
Kai Jacobsen 656-2257 
Jim Jones 656-4597
MOTHER WITH SMALL FARM, Deep 
Cove, needs morning help ap­
proximately 1 hour clooning barns, 
feeding cattle and horses. $100 per 
mo. Suit pensioner. Possibly gar­
dening labour exchanged for 
produce. 656-6326.2590-10
3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 
pieces, hide-a-beds, rollaways, month to 
month.
833 Yates 383-3655
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORSI 
B.C.'s lowest prices! Huge selection. 
Now stocking pine double glazed 
windows. Wolker Door; Vancouver 
112{266-1101), 1366 S.W. Marine
Drive. V6P 5Z9 or N. Vancouver 112 




2/3 bedrooms on bus line, 
close to marinas and right 
across from Roberts Bay. 
This attractive home would 
be a superb retirement 
home. Give me a call.
K. DROST 
656-2427
HOUSECLEANINC LADY wanted lor 1 
day per week. Call Dorothy, 656*5373 
of ter 4 p,m. or 656*8272 days, 2603*10 
PART TIME GENERAL HELP wanted, 
could become lull lime. Apply In 
person to Giselo's Delicatessen 8 




9773 - 5th St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.




Pork, Veal and Lamb. Freezer Cut.





'49 CMC work truck, 3/4 ton 
flat deck. 4 speed,
mechanically sound. $500 or 
nearest offer. Lawrence,
658-8292.
BRING YOUR REPAIRS and mending in 
to The Busy Bee In our new expanded 
premises next to the Bank ol Nova Scotia. 
Expert alterations at reasonable prices. 
"Big Or Small We Do Them All." Phone 
656-2544. 1807-11
ISLAND CAT FANCIERS CAT SHOW, 
Gorih Homer Achievement Centro, 
813 Darwin, Victoria, April 12, 1981. 
Open 10 o.m. * 5 p.m.NA-14
DRESSMAKINC
A REAL GAS SAVER! 73 Moido 808 
standard sedan. 4 door, non-rotary 
engine. Excellent Interior and motor, 
body in good shape. Only 43.000 
miles, single owner. Just $2,000. 656* 
1151 doys, or 479*2975 evenings. 9
Book now lor summer dresses. Also wedding, 




RUTH CHAPTER NO. 22, O.E.S. Is 
holding a St. Patricks Spring Tea on 
Saturday, March 14, 2*4 p.m. at 
Mount Newton Lodge Hall, 







Super home and the best 
value for money in the area. 
3 B.R. 2/4 pee. bathrooms 
and views that are un­
surpassable. For an ap­
pointment to view this 








2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656-5511
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC. An ex­
perienced automotive mechanic 
required to operate garage area of 
established B.C.A.A. approved 
service station in Whistler B.C. 
Successful applicant will enjoy 
superior remuneration, excellent 
working environment and job in­
dependence in growing resort 
community. Working knowledge of 
4x4's and imports on asset. Qualified 
applicants to send full particulars of 
work history to: Rondoli Rogers c/o 
Willpower Enterprises, Box 142, 
Whistler, B.C. VON IBO. no-lO
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low price factory salvage gloss. Cut 
to size. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. $1.25: 
3/16 $1.50; 'A" plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint, 24 oz. $1.00; 3/16 $2.00. Works 
at 9750 - 4th St. Sidney, Open Mon. • 
Fri. 12:30 - 4 p.m., Saturday 8 o.m. - 








BOY'S BIKE, 14" Irame, excellent 







English-French or French-English, Very 
reasonable rates. Call Nicole Cyr — 656* 
6042 evenings.It
SIDNEY FILM ASSOCIATION presents 
THE IPCRESS FILE starring Michael 
Colne and Sue Lloyd, Saturday. 
March 14 at 8 p.m. Sidney Elementory 
School, 7th Street. For more In* 
lormqtlon, coll 656*1347 or 656*6992.
THE V.l. Kidney Potionts' Association 
annual 3 day bazaar, Thursday, 
Friday 8 Saturday, March 12. 13 8 14. 
Maytair Mall. Homobaking, 
novolllos, boiaor items, books etc. 
and grocery rattle. Also an aiTiticlal 
kidney disploy. All welcome.
1276*11
WE PRINT EVERYTHING 
EXCEPT MONEY
LOW CALORIE, creamy, delicious, 
and healthier. Frozen yogurt from 
SIDNEY NATURAL FOODS, 2354 
BEACON. 656*4634 , 2442* 10
DUPLEX
No step duplex with 2 
bedrooms each side in 
Sidney. Well insulated.; 
Asking $115,000.
DREW SAWMILLS LTD., MALAKWA, 
B.C. requires high-lead logging 
contractors. Interested persons 
please write Drew Sawmills Ltd. 
Molakwa, B.C. VOE 2JO. Woodland 





2570 sq. ft. of uniquely and 
well designed family living 
in. the Landsend Estates. 
Give me a ctill for the 
details of this outstanding 
home, there are just too 




IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR EX­
PERIENCED JOURNEYMAN CAMERA 
person and Offset Web Pressman on 
beautiful Vancouver Island. Modern 
shop, excellent wage and beriefits. 
Applications for other newspaper 
printing trades accepted for future 
reference. Write: B. Morris, c/o Box 





Owner Wilt Dorman gives per­
sonal attention to all orders.
Phone 656-4754
INTERIOR LOG HOMES. Hand-crafted, 
brochures available. Bridge Lake 
P.O, Bridge Lake, B.C. VOK lEO. 
Phone 112-593-4459. NA-10
JOHN DEERE RIDING MOWER, model 
108. c/w grasscatcher. 656-6475. 
2634-1 0
QUALITY CATERING
Parties and receptions. 
Hors d’oeuvres, meat 
& cheese platters. 
Sandwiches & desserts.
SINGER SEWING MACHINES 
IN SIDNEY





To Buy or Sell
656-i29i (II)
Territories available
















36' STEEL CONSTRUCTION Cabin 
Cruiser, 14' beam. Motors: 2 - 225 
OMC stern drive; 300 gal. fuel 
capacity; 150 gol. fresh water 58 lb. 
Danforth onchor; Danforth compass 
with compensoting magnets for 
metal boat; depth finder; 12 x 16 S.S. 
Teflon props; 2 spare AL 12 x 16 
props; sleeping occommodations for 
4; self-contained head; galley with 2 
way fridge; propane stove. Interior 
Oxblood and white padded vinyl, 
needs some repair. Trailer with dual 
wheel tandem 825 x 20 tires. Air 
brakes on one axle. Would sell with 
or without trailer. Located in Spruce 
Grove, Alta. 656-3437 . 2
SiOHEY
PRIHTiHG
Business Cards - Personal & Business Sta­
tionery - Invitations - Flyers - Tickets - Qsl 




CALL US AND SAVE!
Army, Navy & Airforce 
Sidney Unit 302 
GENERAL MEETING
SUNDAY, MARCH 15, 





INCOME TAX RETURNS PreparerJ. 
Discaunt for seniors. ExporienceeJ. 
656*1290. 2541*17
EXCELLENT FAMILY boat for summer, 
21' Brandelmayr cabin cruiser. 115 
hp. EvinrurJe, low hours. Hood, CB, 
Must sell, reduced to $5,200. 383* 
1205. 2596*10
SABOT. ONE MAN, fully rigged 
fibreglass sailing dinghy or tender. 
656*1220. 2613-10




ACCORDtAN, 120 bass. Camlllo II in 
case. 7 voices, excellent condition, 
$450. 2607-10
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF 
BEATRICE BOOEN LEACH, lormerly ol Sidney, 
British Columbia, deceased.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that creditors and 
others having claims against the estate of the 
above named deceased are hereby required to 
send them to George Frederick McKimm. 
9830 Fourth Street, Sidney, B.C. V8L 2Z3. 
Solicitor, on or before the 26th day ol April, 
A,D. 1981. alter which date the Executor will 
distribute the said estate among the parties 
entitled thereto, having regard 
only to the claims ol wtiich he 
Ihenhasnotice,
William B. Leach, Executor 
McKimm, Lott & de Rosenroil 
Barristers & Solicitors 
9830 4th St.
Sidney. B.C. V8L 2Z3
(2594*13)
DAIRY FARM [FRASER VALLEY). 41 
(acres, 1700 lbs 50 grade cows, 60 
^ young stock. Complete details. 
Phone 112*854*1054 or 112*823*6920. 
■Write 35011 Townshipline Rood, R.R, 




Member - Victoria M.L.S.
• Responsible women needed to serve as live- 
in homemakers. Relief available lor days oil. 
Above average salary.
•Openings alsoTor regular homemakers,
.•apply ,
PENINSULA HOMEMAKER 




At Alisa’s Fine Fabrics, 
2405 Beacon Ave. 
(Town Square Mall) 
656-5831'
16* TRAVELAIRE. Fridge, furnace, 






FORKLIFTS over 50 units in 
Priced from $2,995.00 All 
Speedy Forklift. 1415 Rupert 
, North Vancouver, B.C. V7J
1978-20 ft. Travelaire. Loaded, im­
maculate. $6,600. Apply at #40, 
Croigmyle Motel, Sidney. 2562-13
IGI. Phone 112-980-2434. na-10
LIGHT OAK CONSOLE TV $60; V* size 
bed, complete. $50; antique console 
radio, $50; Victorion mantel, $50; 
orange leotherette chairs. 2/$25;. 







WATERFRONT PROPERTY ON 
VANCOUVER ISLAND. House Is 1800 
square feet ol living area, 3 
bedrooms, 2 baths plus family room. 
Properly hos walk-on beach with 
lontaslic view ol Georgia Strolls. 
Quiet location well removed from 
highway and tourist area. Call Bob 
Bradley of Tartan Really, 112*287* 
9271 or 112*923*3859 Evenings. na*IO
STRAWBERRY PLANTS; flowering 
maple trees; fence posts; insulotion; 
windows and doors; men's and ladies 
bikes. 656-3071. 2618-10
Agents for: Victoria Sewing 
Machine & Vacuum 
Cleaner Co. Ltd. Hillside 
Centre, Victoria.
(2547*12)
1972 ARISTROCRAT travel trailer, 18
ft.; 2-way fridge, and stove. Toilet 
with hand shower. Sleeps 6, ex­
cellent condition. Asking 850. 656- 
2056. 2602-10
CAT 966C (1979) #25 WELDCO Serial 
Number 30K3330 Low Hours. 
Exceilent condition. Phone 112-456- 
7534. Box 174, 70 Mile House, B.C. 
VOK2KO. na-10
inStB’8JCtl£»S1
1972 D600 CHAMPION GRADER. C/W 
Ripper $25,000.00 Phone 112*774- 
6362. na*10
DHC-1 CHIPMUNK 2300TT 500SM.
ADF Comm; 1952 $31,000.00 with 
some spares. Phone Brian 112-392. 
4022. no* to
Notice to Creditors 
and others ol
Marie Steinhubel, deceased.
Notice is hereby given that creditors and 
othes having claims against the estate ol 
Marie Steinhubel. lormerly ol 24D*760l E.- 
Saanich Rd. R.R. 2. .Saanichton. B.C. are 
: hereby required to send them to the under­
signed Executrix before March 31st, 1981. 
alter which date the Executrix will distribute 
the said estate, having regard only to claims 
which she then has notice.
Executrix Mrs. Grace Beswick
101*10159 * 3rd SI.
Sidney, B.C. V8L3B5
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. Base­
ment and clean-up jobs. Phune 652*4035.
37*tl
2 PCE. KROEHLER llvinig room suite 
and 7 pee. chorrywood dining room 




PIANO AND GUITAR lessons 
available locally at the English Music 
Studio. Fol, rock, classical and jazz. 
Call Gil or Alister, 656*2242 or 656* 
4739, ' tf
PersonaSs
LET ME DO YOUR HOUSEWORK. 
Please call Susan $5 per hour. Deep 
Cove a roo, 656*7394. 2632* 10
FLOOR JACK, 2 Ion capacity (compact 
and light weight) brand now, never 
used, $65. 592*4422, 2608*10
COLLECTOR WILL PAY 50c each tor 
your Rod Rose tea porcelain onimals 
and nursery figures, 385*9114, alter 
11 o.m. 2597*11
PIANO LESSONS in your homo by 
qualitiod and creative teacher. ARCT. 
656*7 624 evenings. 2631*10
ARE YOU PLANNING YOUR FUTURE? 







ROTOTILLING with Troy 
Taking orders now. 656- 
2587*11
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR, very good 
condition* 656*6936, aftor3 p.m.2589*
1 1
CURTEIS I*T. LOT 




HOUSECLEANINC, Sidney area, 656- 
6936, 2599*11
GAIL PLACE 
Immaculate 2 bedroom 
home in the Maryland area.
LARGE DELUXE CONDOMINIUM ON 
MOUNT WASHINGTON, ovorvlhlng 
Included, Close to all chairs and cross 
country trails. Sloops 8, $90.00 night. 
Phono 112*245*4920, Minimum 2 
night s. na*10





BRENTWOOD BAY FURNISHED UNITS;
kilf.lionolloa, (lir.hos, enhin T.V, Froo park. 
Irig, mniit sorvicd, Availnlilo wntihly oi 





Unique 2 bedrooitt A-frantc 
with separate studio and 
garage, Fully fenced yard. 
MLS. $145,(XK).
NEW, 3 boifroom homo In Sidney, 
riroplaco, fridge, ond stove. Full 
unfinished bosemont, close lo 
olemonlorY school, No pots, loose 
and rofeioncos required, $650 per 






Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at 
reasonable prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. 
656-2210
GIRL GUIDE UNIFORM, lit 10*tl year 
old, complete with hot, bolt, etc. 
Very good condition, $25 , 652*2817 
alter6p,m. , 2592*10
COME-ALONG 4,000 Ib. capacity 13 
II. cable. Brand now, never used $30. 
592*4 4 22 , 2609*10
GOLD VELVET HEADBOARD, 39'; 
chest of drawors; now upholstery 
molorlal, 7 yrds. Wanted 54" 
headboard, sprood and matching 
dropos. 656*7490,  2593*11
WANTED - ROUGH CEDAR LUMBER
well sawn and trimmed. Rough cedar 
standord and bolter. N.P.S. 
Dimension, squares, timbers and one 
Inch. 4 to 12 Inch width, random 
lengths. May consider tome high 
quality utility. Abovo delivered to 
Edmonton area, Matt car or truck. 
Reply Michael Salko, Michael's Forest 
Products Ltd., 209 Revlon Building, 
10221 • 104 SI., Edmonton, Alto, T5J 
1B2, Phono: Business (403) 424*2233, 
residence (403) 469*7444. no*t0
7174A West Sennlch Rd. 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. 
6S2-4S12
l oam with iho bust al Iho Peninsula's largest 
lacility, Inslrucllon in piano, organ, gullat and 
accoidian. Lann Copeland Music Centre. (II)
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE,
(formerly Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association), Services for 
Iho family, Individuol, marriage and 
family counselling. 656*1247. 9813* 
Fifth Siroot, Sidney. U
Tho regular business meeting of tho 
Victoria Business ond Professional 
Women's Club, Wednesday, March 
18. Dinner 6:30 p.m. of Imperial Inn. 
Speaker 8 p.m. by Carole Pickup, 
"Preparing sludonls for tho Real 
World." Dinner rosetvoflons, 477* 
2691, ___ _
Hove you tried tho homemade soup 
and super sandwichos at SIDNEY 




PENINSULA SINGERS, newly formed 
mixed choir, needs men. If you ore o 
tenor a bass, love to sing and wont to 
feel needed, join us Tuosdoys at 7:30 
p.m,, Legion Hall, Mills Rd. or call 
656*6800 or 652*5680.
MOFFAT EPICURE 1500 olociric range. 
While, coniplolo with corning smooth 
top, rotlsiary ond loll-cloaning oven. 
Lika now, $550. Was $1,300. 656* 
4586. niter 6 p tn 2606 10
Macs, sporlans, Golden Delicious 
and good v/indfolls. 6386 Oldfield 
Rond, south off Knntlng X Rood. 
Opon 9 n.m, * 5 p.m. daily. 2061 If
Sin JT-LEVEL HOME
■ Super split-level home on 
quiet cul-ijc-sae. Three or 
four bedrooms. Good 
mortgage. MLS 50411. 
$UW.5()0.
WILL BABYSIT
lorn I ltd nottf 
KiiV, 656*6379,
iTiy homo weekdays, 
Giuanglndo Eleinon* 
3545 10
QUEEN SIZE WATEKDED; 1965 Ford 
Industrial 3500 diesel front ond 
loader; Sleglor oil hnnler; 9 ft. Mlnlo; 
International Iroctor, power lake off 
and hydroullcs; pollets kirk wheel, 
Coll 113-537.9477. (Saltsprlnglsland), 
2601*1 1
DON'T MISS tho GlonI Garage Solo to 
bo held Solurdoy, March 14 at 10 a.ni. 
to 2 p.m. Sanscha Mall on Boacon 
Avenue, ____  ______ _
MOST PHASES ol gordonlng and 
londicoplng, Also garden design, 
Call Chorles Vaitlrln, 656*1595 alter 5 
p.m. Il
APARTMENT OR IMAll HOUII, with 
ul wlihuul ucruuyu wanted lo lent, 
ritone\t2.S'/6*B842tolloc1, 2633*10




WOOL CARPET AND UNDERLAY,
(Mirfoct lor roc room, ski cabin or 
cottogo, 656*6394 or 652*51195.
bANCrN0''AND SKAflNO SUPPUIS.
Catologues available lor mall order, 
5.5.1'. Ice and LTonce, 27446 loughned 
Hlghwoy, Mople Ridge, B.C, V2X 2T6 
or phono 112-467'6\33, no* 10
UTILITY THAIlERi 14 It. aluminum 
boat; heaters; poodle dippers, 
llunrotcont light fixtures; garbage 
cons; books, wiring; and mony other 
Items. Saturday. Morch 14, 10 a.m, • 3 
p.m, 10273 Rathdown Place. ^612*10
LE COTEA UFARMS
t/,or'«, tOc to 20t per Ib, Spnrtoni ft 
Golden Delicious, tOc to 25c per Ib,- 
Our apples aro kopt fresh in cold, 
stniago.
Open dally, 9*5 p.m. 304 Walton 
Piece, oil Oldfield. 6Sa*S8llll. 10S2*ll
PHOTO STUDIO FOR SALE In North 
Okanagan community. Good growth 
In prosperous oroa. Currently 
grossing $60,000.00. Wrlto Box 370 
c/o Salmon Arm Observer, Box 550, 
Salmon Arm, B.C. VOE 2TO. NA-10
TAXI BUSINESS VANCOUVER ISUND.
5 car 24 hour well ostabllshed extra 
licenses available $95,000,00 Phono 
112*748*91 58 12 noon 3 p.rn. R.S.V.P, 
35 Conoda Avenue, Duncan, B.C. V9L 
IT.3, na*10
THE CANADIAN FEDERATION of
Business and Professional Women’s 
Club Victoria Is presenting a lecture* 
/workshop on "Time Management 
Spookor, Dr. Joseph Parsons, 
University of Victoria, Friday Morch 
27 from 7:30 ■ 9:30 p.m. Imperial Inn, 
1961 Douglas St. Limited lo 00 
people. Pro register by phoning 382* 
8167 botoro March 23. Rofreshmonls, 
public cordially Invited. $3.50 per 
person.
KIANCHEU
Mint uondiiion ,2 year olti 
Rancher in nrcthour Park 
area. Spectacular fireplace, 
thermopane wintlows. 
MLS 0505. $92,yOO.
COTTAGE OR HOUSE lor retired 
female teacher ond 2 children, age 11 
ft 13, Wlllino and able to look oiler 
onlmttli and garden lor roosonoble 
tent. Phono 3U5*7U44, or teply lo Box 
"W". The Sidney Review, P.O, Box 
2070, Sidney, VOL 385 2584*12
BY MAY 1$T, 3 bedroom house lor 
rncilhei ond 2 leenoge bnys, one col, 




Housohoicl ropairs, mnnuro, 
nardoninp, lipht hauilnQ. No 
|0b too smali. $10 por hour.
1 OH 3 BEDROOM house or suite lor 
lellahle working mother end son. 
Phone 652*5600 or 5'«>*5tU17, 2604*10
iZSiOlil?)
LOO HOMES AND CABINS. Daybreak 
Conitrucllon Ltd, For brothuie or 
lurthor Inlormatlon tbnlocl Geotgo 
Donovon, Box 777, 100 Mile House, 
B.C, VOK 2EO, Phono n2*395*2057 
(dnyi) 112*397-2735 evenlngt), no*10
riYVNO DUTCHMAN'obldrMInInG
EQUIPMENT, Abbotslord, B.C. Phone 
859*54 90, Model "A" 8 lo It)yard per 
8 hours, Model "AA" 10 to 20 yords. 
Complete washing plants with 
sluices. From 70 yordi lo 500 yards, 
Proven 95 percent plus recovery on 
Trosor River riool Gold, no 10
ESTATE SALE, All household goods 
and appllonces. Including piopano 
comping equipment, electric 
lownmowor, sow, small orgon, 
vacuum cleoners, llonler (ockots, etc, 
Saturdoy, March 14 Irom 10 o.m, lo 4 
p.m. 9339 Web11^rj*lace.^^ j|SBjl*10
Llvestioclc
SAIUKDAY, MARCH Ulh. 9 • 4 p,m. 
7255 Hrndlord Avo. Garden Tools, 
firescreen, quorry tile, bricks, celling 
tlliis. rongelle ilovo, lots ni 
miscellaneous, 251610
CHICKS. Brown egg loyers, while egg 
liiyeis, moot birds. Order early • ship 
onywhiiie. Nnplm Chick soles, 6743 • 
2l5lh SI., Box 59. Milner, B,C, VOX 
no, 2379*ll
COMPLETE PROFITABLE AUTO REPAIR 
BUSINESS, many extros. B.C.A,A. 
contract, superior imilller Ironchlse, 
Gull OH Products. Gross over 
$250,000,00 Terms ol $70,000.00. 
cosh for tools and equipment. Potts 
Invenlory extra. Long Term Lease, 
Write Dept, "Y", Driftwood, Box 250, 
Oongos, B.C. V05IEO. no*\0
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of
Iho Victoria Branch ol tho B.C. 
S.P.C.A, will bo hold Fridoy, March 13 
ol a p.m., B.C, Maritime Museum In 
Bastion Squoro. Only mombori moy 
ollond but now members will bo 
nccopled at the door, S2.00/$5,00
uWlRsirTwOMEN'sTFub of'vic­
toria will meet ol 11 p m- Wednesday, 
Morch 18, Room lUCorneit Building, 
Uvlc, to boor Dr. R, DrInkhursI discuss 
"Man ond His tnvlronmenl" with 
ompt'“»l» ‘tit energy consetvollon, 
For Info, coll 652*S(»80.
DONKEYS, YE OIDE FELLOWSHIP ol
Donkey Ownois. Pliiose |oln us. 
Inlormallon on rottuosl. Wo rioed 
your address lor ocosslonol 
Newsletters of events Ardmore Golf 
links, Days, 656 4621, ovenlngi, <i56. 
5283 2470 10
THRIVING MARINE AND SMALL 
ENGINE REPAIR CENTRE In prime 
woleifrnni lorollon, Gross over 
$100,000.00, Terms $35,000,00 cash 
lor fools ond equipment, Parts In* 
yenloiy uxiro, Long term lease, Wrile 
Dept. "X”, Box 250, Oangoi, B.C. 
VOSIEO. nalO
SIDNEY DAY'S FESTIVAL society Is 
lioldlng a geneial mooting on Morch 
n, 7:30 ol Sanscha Moll, New 
members ore needed ond eveiyoiie 
welcome,
C«rs,''Truiclcs GOOD HOME NEEDED lor 1 '.T yeor 
old lobby, very atlrocllve coloring, 
Independenl, quiet, good moiiser. 
Call 592*5393, ovunlnys, 2581*10
I'AMILY HOMK 
& SUITE
Tremt'iidous family liomc 
vviih 2 IveilrcTOin In-iaw 
' .suite. Full batli on cacli 










Mobd# homes located in poiki on 
ixids. Llsllngs ond soles. We welcome 
oil enquiries coiKBrnlng Wlteel 
Esloie, llsllngs wnnied Phnne 112* 
505*3622 (collect), 13647* lOOlhAve., 
Surrey, B.C, V3T IH9, The Wheel 
lilal# People, nB'll
Wi|ii ri.Kly iil.iiiiini), Oiam ynur laud liy l.,«(ii 
(ilaiiiaoe pine, fine C.tll
.lohn or swiilioii Iridliii,
478-8li68(>r
112-V22-3136
BUYING MOST TYPES OP OUNIi 
WInchesleri, Brownliigi, Porkers, 
quality dniibles, engraved, deluxe 
motJels, anything citllocloble, rore, 
unuiuoi. Pole Ooolloll, 1839 Colhy 
Avenue, Kelowna, B.C. Phnne 112*
765*0360,______________ ___  no 10
bioiR voui*TliAKtT’'N6w”’"Aii 
iltokos oro 24" double loper split, 
Will spill your own shoke wood. After 
5.00 p.m, pbone_n2.630*n342. na-p 
do II
1971 OIOS CUTLASS SEDAN, Actual 
milerige 53,000. Rodio, lope dock, 




VW BEATII, Fair condition, 
,$t,300. 656*0W3.2575*I0
BROWN AND WHITE EGO lAVIRS,
cross clrolnt, meal birds. Echo 
Poultry rorrn and Holchery, 30230 
Hunflngdon Hoad, R.R. 1 Abbotsford, 








KaTUILUCLD SCKViCL CVvHAGLK 
lequirixd for ford rieolershlp on 
Sunshine CoosI, Reply quickly to Box 
1789 Secbeli, B.C. VON 3A0 or cq|l 
112 0155 330' or 113 604 391 1 
(Vnrvtnrtuer direct) fordelnlls. NA-IO
For ostablishod gardons. Small
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING,
yeor round, using on aluminum ond 
glass greenbousel Write lor tree 
biotltuitt In 0 “C, Gtu*»r,ttr,usM 
Builders, 7435 Hedley Avenue, 
Burnaby, B.C, V5t 2R1. Moll Orilets 
iKtw ovollable. no*10
T978 FORD r.150 pickup, 3W-V0, PS, 
(odio, clean, good condition.
$2,950. 3fl5.0549 nnyllm«.___2576*10
leim »Ulck"'wii.DCAT, 2 tioor hor. 
dinp 1500 656 2.358. 2578-10
)970VW VAN, Falreondlllaii, $1,400,
6f.f, .0<)93, ___ _ _________ 2i)yF10
fe'ifo” Wt I OR Ti'’Mb Y NE™'P S .""p B, 







20 YEAR WARRANYY. Oreenbouie
fibreglass; 96 percent tletli
corrugated ond fief, Wholesloe 
prices. BJB flhteglass Panels Ltd. 
22969 • 76A Avenue, R.R. 96, lonflley, 
B.C. VOA SPY, Phone 112 661».4902., 
n 0 f P
194,1 OATSUN PICKUP, Good tunning 
condltton, <.56 4827. '2617*10
HOLSTEIN HEIFERt Ireshening wlfhln 
4 weeks, Can deliver, Phone 
(40.3)652*7371 High Rivet, AlheHo.riO*
II' _ , / ..................... .........
cilSToW FiEDINOi Winter 400 Ib, 
Holler ailvei $150 00, Summer 
pasture and breeding $,.50,00, Second 
winter loBillrig cmd colving, $175,00. 
Pasture avolldblo lor 100 cow’CnII 
units S'/.OO per Imud pm iiiurilh. H'lr 
for sole $1,'7» per bole, Phone 112* 
567.4307 or Box 1134, Vcwderhool 
|lC,VOJ.1AO. no 10
VALUABLE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
tiownlown Salmon Arm B,C, 6000 
square loot lot next lo present liquor 
store, 10,000 square loot lot on Iront 
street, 14,000 iquore loot building In 
middle ol lots wllb 7000 square loot 
Ixisemonl. Mocleods leasing boll, 
Sledmons excupy other half, olso For 
Sole lo purchaser ol building or will 
sell separately or liquidate. Will carry 
same paper. Phone 112*B32*2266 or 
032*21X14 evenings. Wrlie Sledmons, 
Bax 844, Salmon Arm, B,C, VOE 2TO, 
no* 10 _______
VICTORIA *90 Tonilmisireis Club will 
meet ol the Prlnceit Mory, Wed* 
nosdoy Morch IB ol 10 o,m, Brunch, 
$5.80. Vtsllors welcome, For In 
tormotlon, coll 388.4349.
TAXI BUSIHISI IN RAPIDLY 
growing city of WILLIAMS lAKE, 
B.C, Includes 9 Toxi licences one 
rhmier bus licence, Inigeil on* 
iiwerlng letvlce In lawn $150,000, 
Phone 113 392 M51 lor Kim. no.11
VICTORIA CHAPTER OF Inlernallonal 
Aiioc. (xtl Canter Vlclori ond 
Friends regulor monlhly meellng, 
Morch II, 7:30 p.rn, Senior Cllben's 
Holl, 13.30 Falrlleld Rd. near Moss St, 
Speaker; Mory lee Alexander, 
cancer victim will give a talk ol her 
experiences with IreolmenI and ttew 
llle style. Public welcoinu, odmisslon 
lre«.___ ______........
BWRTrHrATflli'product lon’o'rihe 
smosli hit musical revue, STARTING 
HERE, STARTING NOW, coll the Box 




LAdIeSI Do you ett|oy •liifllng? If so, 
why nef |oln us on Mendny evenings, 
7t4l p,m,, Mesonlt Hnll, tnrner 4lh 
enti Mt, Baker, Sidney, No nudllloni, 
not necessary lo reed music, Conlnc.1 
Pel Marsh, 418*8761, efier 7 p,m„ or 
Amt Hull, I>86*«C|M Im Tuilhet In 
lormnllon. If
' 1 r.fiO fSJ® U fA/.tl iixw bus vHIh
lool l>ox ond ilreliher foclllly. 1 1971 
F3J0 12*mnn crew bus good lor shop 
iruck 2 1971 rm crew cob with B* 
lt,i,1llm.ll>C,v,Ph(me 112 956.4495 
n o * I 0
RfOISTIRID QUAmiR HOtSII AND 
THOROUOH8REOI, Working stotk, 
plecisuie ond race track prospects. 
Several lo choose liom, Bssaionoble 
prices Gang Ranch, phone 112*392* 
4469 01 Perry Rftnth 1 12*457.6486, no* 
10 ' " " _________ ______
DONKIVl, Ye Olde Fellcwihlp ol
ixfOflkEiiy UthFMWtlt i lUIII Ul.
Inlormotirtn on rwq'.ittit, W$ 
your tiddreis lor occasilonol 
NeiwsleiiiM'i ol nvenli, Ardmore Ooll 
links. Days, 656 4 631, evenings, 656' 
5283 2471,18
PENINSULA SINGHS Club Invites nil 
single, divorced, widowed, 
separated persons lo "Sunday Night 
Uontlng kicioli 7:3i) * Ul p,m, New 
Dimensions. 732 Cormoiaril S|. (Elk’s 
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“I'lom ICsiimaie lo 
Jn.stiillation - 
1 hree W eeks!"







ruin in'f/i x?5 i/enrs ttv/xTicnrE’ 









Rewiring, electric tieating, re­
pairs, appliance connections




InJii-.! I i.il Ki'MiKni i.il 
t iiinnu'ir t.il W'li iim 
rules .111,1 1 rnc W'uik
tJu.llllN
WtirkmiinNliip 
















0007 • 6th STREET 
SIDNEY, D.C,
landscaping
' .tai'ldlng'- '.i;r, ::
Sidney
Landscaping
AJAK HOMF nn»l 
OFFICL CLEANERS
Wlntiowii. Floiiri, Catpelsi 





























Kt‘si()cnii.il. (aiiiiinciA'i.il iiixi 
(hill (!iiui si' (ionMi ui tioti.
(tB.I.I M'e.si Saaniih Ktl. 
itreiiiu ihmI ilav
Cleii ^Vnilaiie.






V'' - ALUMINUM -
REPAIRS
FABRICATION
A new southern-style 
musical version of Little 
Red Riding Hood will be 
performed 2 p.m. March 
29 at Sidney elementary 
school. Directed by 
Peter Mannering the 
show runs one hour and 
includes nine musical 
numbers and a “silly 
















•Design through planting 
•Interlocking stones toi patios, walks 
or anvewavs









6950 WALUvCi DK 
DRtNTWOOD DAY
e UACKlltn: tVOKK 










9812 - 4th St., Sidney











APEX STEEL LTD. JET-¥AC






Furnaces, fireplaces, duel 








Service Residential - 
Commercial
A & B BOAT TOPS
"Bii^orsmnll 
u'c will ilo them all.'
Cciniploti' lio.it tipholsleiy 
I C!,inv.it, Bol T(.j|)‘,
C.ini|n.'r C ushions 
Rop.iiis




Quality Work - Free Estimates
Finishing Carpentry, Renovations. 
Basement Suites, etc: Relarences 
available.
A free course — 
Planning your Small 
Business — will be held 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. March 
18 at Sidney library on 
Beacon Avenue, Sidney.
The course is spon­
sored by the People’s 
Law School and the 
library. An instructor 
from the federal 
Business Development 




skills, finances, dealing 
with government and 
financial institutions, 
and starting up a 
business.
Pre-registration is 
required and can be 









Trucking, Excavating and 
Backhoe work.
556 Downey Road 





i>u:si:c rVNij (;as 
Coiiiplixe Iii.sSiillmiotih
Kfl)uil(lini;t*.\haiisi sy.sii'ins. rorpli'- 













Repairs to Lawnmowers, Chainsaws.
Tune-Ups
10134 McDonald Patit Rd.
Sidney-















_ • postholes 
R • brush cutting
V 656-1671










Ronovalion, contract Imishmg, and 




BACK FILLING • LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES
2320 Amherst, Sidney 
Lewis Sevigny656-3583
Decorator's Den









I'eiiee Posts, Digging, 3IT 













• 22 years plurnlring 
exixM'ii'iiee in H.C.
» Special rale.s liii' 
pei'isiiiners 


















Marine, Au<o A Safety Glaii 






































l iii all voiif lonlmi! lUTils, 
Shales, Shiiiuli.'S, T.ii 








I las a lliisiiii",'. 
Iiil'inaatinn (.'eiiirc 
Call on us





"You aont haw 













S|ici (llll'•l^( In 
,M II ill* M'S 
Hlllll ISi'• I IIIIIIIM
I UJ,o.M e;
onWortnftHJoyt
Lc. U V U , v.'Ut ..I lilcj Ld I..
whiiM you 6r\0|>i 
$1,60 on houi
yieo - iih If.








than a car pool.
pamtapacnan
Play It Safe
A head without 
a hat can account
for 60% of body 
heat loss.
Be Winterize
Canadian Red Cross Society
FOR SALE
Clo6sifiD(j ada that can 










ASSOCIATION FOR CHITDRIN with 
Luainlny Dhoblllllen open inuuling, 
luwMlay Mulch 17, (I p.m, Room 22, 
Ryan Shnnl Annex Oakicmdi Scliool. 
Spuukur: Lei I'oake, Dept, ol l'hy». 
ftl Uyii, lor (iinhor Inlotmtlllon, S9.S-
^'1!',. „ ..
''Amis''’0F..o6L(y'7'~a“liiftr'ilmi
UMciktint the hiKirl 00 nilnulai color 
pitirjrlul tjccooni ol the ro«iilol)llih- 
inetrl ol Iho Sitilo ol (uool. Soiurtiny, 
March 14. 7in0 p.m. Clod TIdInai, 
Ouatliu and Norlh Fork Slieuli. 
Admiuion Iroe. Doriohoni, lor liroeli 
lund lor vicilnii ol lerioiiirn ond 
Inwntrlt our local lyneoogua 
roilorullon lond. _ .
VoTuNfilR T/7ork ’* be *0 
tewordioo experlenee, The Sidney,
B> HELEN LANG
As 1 promised Iasi week, a Time-Table, of sorts, 
lo help you gel some of your seeds planled in­
doors to give you a head start on that 1981 
garden.
By this time you will have decided just what 
you plan lo grow this year and may even have 
bought or .sent for your seeds.
When you have the seeds, gather together the 
following: seed flats, wliich may be wooden (if 
you are making them, do leave drainage holes) or 
plastic, you may also use egg cartons, plastic or 
styrofoam cups, milk cartons (staple the end you 
have opened, and cut the side out for a better 
container). “Jiffy 7’s” peat pots, peat strips, or 
plastic or pottery flowerpots.
You will also need a collection of plastic bags, 
large ones (such as sterile soil comes in) and small 
ones (such as bread bags). ,
Now your planting medium. Please don’t use
garden soil, its just too risky, and although you 
may feel that your compost is clean, save it for the 
outside garden, your seeds are much too young to 
appreciate it.
You may elect to use a combination of sterile 
soil, sand, and peat moss, in about equal 
quantities. You could mix vermiculite with the 
soil and peat moss, if you can’t get clean sand. 
My favorite is the pre-mixed “Mica peat”, quite 
possibly because I am a bit lazy.
If your husband (or wife) comes in at this point 
and roars (faints) quickly explain the advantages 
of an early start, promise to clean up the mess, 
and assure him (her) that it will only be a few 
weeks before you have the prettiest, and most 
productive garden in the whole neighbourhood!
Now dampen your soil mixture, but please 
don’t soak it. You may decide to plant the seeds 
in rows, or just scatter them over the surface, the 
important thing being to separate them by about 
half an inch. 1 use a paring knife to ease each seed 
out of the package, and this seems to help. When 
the seeds are planted, sprinkle about a quarter - to 
half ah inch - of the damp soil mbc over the top, 
and press it down gently. ' ' t
Cover your seed flat (or whatever) vvith a 
plastic bag, making sure the plastic isn’t touching 
the soil surface. You shouldn’t need to water 
again until the seeds have sprouted. Watch the 
trays carefully, and as soon as some seedlings 
show their tiny heads, remove the bag.
Planting done, try to put your flat where it will 
get bottom heal. This can be tricky^ and you may 
end up with a divorce, but try to be persuasive. 
The top of the hot water heater is wonderfully 
warm, there is a hot spot on the top of the fridge, 
there are hot water- radiators, and hot air 
registers, maybe even the top of the furnace 
(make sure it doesn’t get too hot first).
Seeds may take as little as two or three days to 
sprout (tomatoes, broccoli, lettuce) or, in the case 
of parsley, three weeks. Outside, parsley usually 
shows up about six weeks after you plant the 
seeds.
When they do come up, move your trays to a 
cool sunny spot and you will have stockier, 
sturdier plants.
And last, the time-table; remember, please this 
is for indoor planting.
Late February, early March:
Vcgelables -- broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, 
kohlrabi, lettuce, onions, peas, artichokes,
Flowers —- lubcrous begonias, early February 
coleus, geraniums, imputiens, dusty miller, 
lobelia (scatter seed more thickly, in small pots), 
sweet peas (single seed in each soup tin).
Lute March, to end April;
Vegctahles — cucumbers, squash, peppers, 
tomatoes, eggplant.
Flowers — ageratum, calendula, celosia, 
cosmos, marigolds, zinnias, petunias, salvia.
I’robahly not complete, but it should give you a 
start. ' .
Silver Threads
Weekdays, 9 u.ni. to 4 p.m., evenings 7 - 9 
p.m., Saturday and Sunday 1 - 4 p.m. Lunches, 
teas, coffees, cards, library, billiards, wide variety 
of cral'i classes, recreational uclivltles, languages, 
trips,'etc,^
If you’re aged 60 or better, Silver Threads 
would like lo hear from you. I’leiise cull 656-5537.
Coming events: March 12 Uutchurt Ciardcivs, 
March 26— Arts and Crufts in Action.
Noilli Soonlih Unit, Canoillun Concur 
Sotialy will bii iobuIIoo thoriiloy, 
Mui(.li 12, II )>,tn, Morgornl Vno(jhan 
nir<h Holl, 4tit. littirnl. H»lp li nunduci 
lor lliti April tornpolon, frrr morn 
Itilartnullon, fc57)'2<,'i\.
Sirinuy Norlli Soatrkli Ottrdiin Club 
will bu b«ld on Mrmdoy. Itih, Morcb 
7;30 p,in, In lb« Moroorol Voiiobotr 
nir<;h Moll, 4lb, Sirurri Sldnuy, 
Spuobur; John VolhBrli on nurtary 




t;,ill (iMi i.I.ii.i.iiioil ili'fitirlninnl lu 'iimil youi ml tu all 74 papoiu in llio 
H T; YiiXivn |■|^J(nmllnll'y Nnwi.ri.Tlior ANf.orjUilion
K'
BIUKWATSH CHUIItlNO Aiior, 
prwhanit in (laiton, Hoi S Mai|)iir«l 
Rolli, with \ft nnryi moulfl. "Twr\ 
Aaolrul Cop# Horn" ol Niwrioiiib# 
Aodlhalurn MokIi 12 find TJ, >Ul«»H 
00 tivoiloblu nl Murlliin* Mihiimiti, 
Sollliontl ond Otunn llfxilfi, Vleloiio. 
rxrd Siinllm* Yothl Shop In Sldnuy, 
WAIHACHIN tCKOOl RIUNION,
iw on fAiuirn, and hr to iws,
TO Bl; HIID AT WAIMACHIN, B C. 
MAY Ifc AND 17, l»«l, ItT'S HtA» 
IROM TFArurns imiphs and oid 
TIMtRS WHO HAVt RkSIDtO 0« 
Tliosr, still RtSIOINO IN till 
COMMUNITY And aria, Kt'ASI: 
CONTACT US BY MARCH IS, IVOl. 
WRIIt TO lIBBIt lltITM, BOX »S, ASH-
cnon, fi.e. VviK iao, or anna
SriMf, (jrNlRAt DiiivrRV, 
W,AtACHIN,B.C,VOK2PO 9
2S WORDS $99
THEREVIEW Ph. 656-1151 acv.G’
Goodman and Mott
Chartered Accounlmtts
DIINGAN 'MH O’m 
VICTORIA 727-2208
SI(> 4r'»TliANnc‘ANAt)A HK'dlWAV, OUNCAN, ll.C. 






EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES). COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
MARINA COURT on 2nd Street 
TUES.-SAT. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
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Ibiill be
ISMm'THBGKBmi
March 14, 16th and 17th
ONE GREEN GARMENT 
CLEANED — NO CHARGE 
WITH
EVERY DRY CLEANING 
ORDER OVER $2.00
(Limit 1 Per Person)
Court reserves decision
(Behind the Bank of Nova Scotia) 
^2349 BEACON AVE. 656-2544
B.C. Court of Appeal 
in Vancouver has 
reserved decision on 
Robert Heerspink of 
Sidney who says the
Shaun O'Casey was oil dressed In 
green
He was really a sight to be seen 
"This man is crazy" some soy 
But it's St. Patrick's Day 
So his outfit wos really quite
He wont to a bor tor one drir^k— 
But ofter three his r>ose was quite
They say It was whiskey 
That mode him so frisky 
As he gave every girl a cute
He left with friends numbering 
two
For a bowl of some good Irish 
stow
Shoun felt in h!s miKil 
it was Q very mossy deal 
But his cleaner know |ust what to 
do.
In a day, whot once wos a moss 
Wos cieoned and now nicely 
pressed
The holiday wos post 
But Shaun's greens will still last 
Cuz BUSY bee's cleaning Is 
always the best)
Hoppy St. Patrick's Doy from | 
BUSY BEE.
Insurance Corp. of B.C. 
discriminated against 
him after he was charged 
with trafficking in 
marijuana.
The case has made the 
full circle from a board 
of inquiry to the appeal 
court twice in the last 
five years.
The B.C. Human 
Rights Commission is 
appealing a B.C. 
Supreme Court ruling 









corporation had the 
right to cancel fire in­
surance on two 
properties owned by 
Heerspink.
The corporation, 
calling Heerspink a 
“moral hazard’’, 
cancelled his insurance 
in 1976 after he was 
committed for trial on a 




Two running teams from Parkland school 
will be joining the Oak Bay Lions Society 
marathon run for crippled children Saturday.
The student tcEim includes Craig Nichol, 
Jamie Vincent, Alan Dobie, Danny Horth, 
Steven Rogak and Michelle Penz. Anne 
Langdale was reported last week to be 
recruiting a team of teachers.
Proceeds from the run will go to Timmy’s 
Camp Shawnigan Telethon. Students have 
pledge sheets and are seeking sponsors.
Bits fares go iip
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Family Restaurant 
Open Every Day At 11 A.M
Chinese ^ Western Food
-Light Luncheons — Soft ice Cream
Dine In < Take Ont
" 652-3622
It’s going to cost 
everyone but seniors and 
children north of 
Keating Cross . Road 
more to ride the bus 
starting April 1. 
However, there is one 
consolation — the in­
creases aren’t as much as 
expected.
Capital Reginal 
District boEU'd last week 
voted to set the new 
adult fares at 60 cents 
for each zone — up a 
dime from 50 cents.
There are two zones 




® WATCH REPAIRS 
® DIAMOND
APPRAISALS
BEACON PLAZA MALL 
Sidney, B.C. 656-6012
downtown Victoria, 
with the boundary line at 
Keating Cross Road. 
That means everyone 
north of Keating will pay 
$1.20 to take the bus to 
Victoria and everyone 
south of Keating will pay 
60 cents.
Student rates also 
went up from 25 cents 
per zone to 30 cents — a 
20 per cent hike. 
However, fares for 
seniors and children 
norlh of Keating will 
remain the same — 25 
cents.
Fares for seniors and 
children south of 
Keating went from 15 
cents to 25 cents — a 67 
per cent hike. That’s 
still five cents less than 
the rate suggested by the 
transit committee.
CRD also cut the 
suggested price for single 
zone monthly bus passes 
from $24 to $22 against 









-k Make your own Chocolate Easter Eggs, Bunnies, Creams 
& Marashino Cherries.
Oi
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Homeiiiade Stvii
White or Brown
Cj '' ^ J
per Loaf .  .. . . . . . . . . .
5 for *3.30 
10 for *6.50 
20 for *12.90
HOT OHOSS
BONS...:....,..,. 6/*F« .25 ea.
1 •
DEE DUTCH OVEN OAKERY
4466 W. SAANICH RD. 479-6211
rl’.t
I '■





Royal Oak Centre 
4450A West Saanich Rd.
727-2422
CARDS-PUZmS-CHILDREN'S HOOKS
k- U'’,;• I'" \





LET YOOR FAMILY ENIOY THE 
GOOD HEALTH AND HAPPINESS
THEY DESERVE BY SHOPPING AT
JlOYAL OAK 
: WESTERN T •
:: DRyO f^AIIT ; ,:




24 pack case. . . . . . .
CASE LOAD SALE
YORK 28 oz. tin
TOMATOES
‘/a case (12 tins)........
Apple Juice
48 oz. Case of 12 tins...
SWANSON
Meat Pies
Bwf, Chicken, Turkey 
8 oz. Case of 12. . . . . . . . . . .
CANADA PACKERS
BACON
Bulk Slicoit Side ,..
I iMTt : PKO I'l l) onnni
BACON & EOm SPECIAL
EGGS
Med.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Doz.
LimT 1 pnf fi'rtm wIk'is MiirM: U':|
IP
OPEN SUNDAYS
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PRICES EFFECTIVE WED., MAR. 11 TO SUN., MAR. 15
WE RTSEKVI: THE niOHT TO LIMIT aUANTITIES. WHILE STOCKS LAST.
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